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Abstract

This thesis studies two closely related notions, namely Locally Decodable Codes
(LDCs) and Private Information Retrieval Schemes (PIRs).

Locally decodable codes are error-correcting codes that allow extremely efficient,
"sublinear-time" decoding procedures. More formally, a k-query locally decodable
code encodes n-bit messages x in such a way that one can probabilistically recover
any bit xi of the message by querying only k bits of the (possibly corrupted) code-
word, where k can be as small as 2. LDCs were initially introduced in complexity
theory in the context of worst-case to average-case reductions and probabilistically
checkable proofs. Later they have found applications in numerous other areas includ-
ing information theory, cryptography and the theory of fault tolerant computation.
The major goal of LDC related research is to establish the optimal trade-off between
length N and query complexity k of such codes, for a given message length n.

Private information retrieval schemes are cryptographic protocols developed in
order to protect the privacy of the user's query, when accessing a public database.
In such schemes a database (modelled by an n-bit string x) is replicated between k
non-communicating servers. The user holds an index i and is interested in obtaining
the value of the bit xi. To achieve this goal, the user queries each of the servers
and gets replies from which the desired bit xi can be computed. The query to each
server is distributed independently of i and therefore each server gets no information
about what the user is after. The main parameter of interest in a PIR scheme is
its communication complexity, namely the number of bits exchanged by the user
accessing an n-bit database and the servers.

In this thesis we provide a fresh algebraic look at the theory of locally decodable
codes and private information retrieval schemes. We obtain new families of LDCs and
PIRs that have much better parameters than those of previously known constructions.
We also prove limitations of two server PIRs in a restricted setting that covers all
currently known schemes. Below is a more detailed summary of our contributions.

* Our main result is a novel (point removal) approach to constructing locally de-



codable codes that yields vast improvements upon the earlier work. Specifically,
given any Mersenne prime p = 2t - 1, we design three query LDCs of length
N = exp (nl/t), for every n. Based on the largest known Mersenne prime, this

translates to a length of less than exp (n10-7), compared to exp (n1/ 2 ) in the

previous constructions. It has often been conjectured that there are infinitely
many Mersenne primes. Under this conjecture, our constructions yield three

query locally decodable codes of length N = exp n(oglog)) for infinitely
many n.

* We address a natural question regarding the limitations of the point-removal
approach. We argue that further progress in the unconditional bounds via this
method (under a fairly broad definition of the method) is tied to progress on
an old number theory question regarding the size of the largest prime factors of
Mersenne numbers.

* Our improvements in the parameters of locally decodable codes yield analo-
gous improvements for private information retrieval schemes. We give 3-server

PIR schemes with communication complexity of O (n10 - 7 ) to access an n-bit

database, compared to the previous best scheme with complexity 0(n 1 /5.25). As-
suming again that there are infinitely many Mersenne primes, we get 3-server
PIR schemes of communication complexity n (1/ loglog n) for infinitely many n.

* Our constructions yield tremendous improvements for private information re-
trieval schemes involving three or more servers, and provide no insights on the
two server case. This raises a natural question regarding whether the two server
case is truly intrinsically different. We argue that this may well be the case. We
introduce a novel combinatorial approach to PIR and establish the optimality of
the currently best known two server schemes a restricted although fairly broad
model.

Thesis Supervisor: Madhu Sudan
Title: Fujitsu Professor of EECS, MIT
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis studies two closely related notions, namely Locally Decodable Codes

(LDCs) and Private Information Retrieval Schemes (PIRs). Locally decodable codes

are error-correcting codes that allow extremely efficient, sublinear-time decoding pro-

cedures. Private information retrieval schemes are cryptographic protocols developed

in order to protect the privacy of the user accessing a public database. We address a

long-open question regarding the parameters of optimal LDCs and PIRs.

1.1 Locally decodable codes

LDCs are a special kind of error-correcting codes. Error-correcting codes are used to

ensure reliable transmission of information over noisy channels as well as to ensure

reliable storage information on a medium that may be partially corrupted over time

(or whose reading device is subject to errors). In both of these applications the

message is typically partitioned into small blocks and then each block is encoded

separately. Such encoding strategy allows efficient random-access retrieval of the

information, since one needs to decode only the portion of data one is interested in.

Unfortunately, this strategy yields very poor noise resilience, since in case even a single

block (out of possibly tens of thousands) is completely corrupted some information is

lost. In view of this limitation it would seem preferable to encode the whole message

into a single codeword of an error-correcting code. Such solution clearly improves the



robustness to noise, but is also hardly satisfactory, since one now needs to look at

the whole codeword in order to recover any particular bit of the message (at least in

the case when classical error-correcting codes are used). Such decoding complexity is

prohibitive for modern massive data-sets.

Locally decodable codes are error-correcting codes that avoid the problem men-

tioned above by having extremely efficient sublinear-time decoding algorithms. More

formally, a k-query locally decodable code C encodes n-bit messages x in such a way

that one can probabilistically recover any bit xx of the message by querying only k

bits of the (possibly corrupted) codeword C(x), where k can be as small as 2.

The classical Hadamard code [MS77] provides the simplest nontrivial example of

LDCs. The Hadamard code is a 2-query locally decodable code that encodes n-bit

messages x to exp(n)'-bit codewords C(x). The key property of such an encoding

is that given a codeword C(x) corrupted in up to 5 fraction of (adversarial chosen)

locations and an integer i between 1 and n one can toss some random coins, query two

locations of the corrupted codeword and output the value that agrees with xi with

probability 1 - 26, where the probability is over the random coin tosses only. The

(local) decoding procedure described above allows a fairly reliable extremely efficient

recovery of bits of x, as long as the fraction of corrupted locations is not too large.

The main parameters of interest in LDCs are the (codeword) length and the query

complexity. The length of the code measures the amount of redundancy that is in-

troduced into the message by the encoder. The query complexity counts the number

of bits that need to be read from the (corrupted) codeword in order to recover a

single bit of the message. Ideally, one would like to have both of these parameters

as small as possible. One however can not minimize the length and the query com-

plexity simultaneously. There is a trade-off. On one end of the spectrum we have

classical error correcting codes [MS77, vL82] that have both query complexity and

codeword length proportional to the message length. On the other end we have the

Hadamard code that has query complexity 2 and codeword length exponential in the

1Throughout the thesis we use the standard notation exp(x) = 20 (W)



message length. Establishing the optimal trade-off between the length and the query

complexity is major goal of research in the area of locally decodable codes.

Interestingly, the natural application of locally decodable codes to data trans-

mission and storage described above is neither historically earliest nor the most

important. LDCs have a host of applications in other areas including cryptogra-

phy [CGKS98, IK04], complexity theory [Tre04] and the theory of fault tolerant com-

putation [Rom06]. In most of those applications one is interested in codes with

extremely low (ideally, constant) query complexity. For this reason a lot of work

on locally decodable codes had concentrated on this regime. We follow the same

tradition. In this thesis we study the trade-off between the length and the query

complexity of LDCs with emphasis on constant-query codes.

We conclude the section by presenting a concrete family of k-query LDCs that

encode n long messages to exp(n 1/(k- 1)) long codewords for every n. This family is

a classical example of locally decodable codes that can be traced back to [BFLS91,

Sud92, PS94]. Our presentation assumes that the reader is familiar with some basic

algebraic concepts such as finite fields and polynomials [LN83, dW03].

A locally decodable code based on polynomial interpolation. Fix k > 2

to be the desired query complexity. Pick a prime power r > k + 1. Also pick an

integer m > k- 1, and set n = (k-l) . We now show how to construct a k-query LDC

encoding n-long messages over the finite field Fr to rm-long codewords (over the same

field). Note that for fixed k and growing m this yields codes of length exp(nl/(k- 1)).

We start with some notation. For a positive integer s let [s] denote the set

{1,..., s}. Let y : [n] - {0, 1}m be a bijection between the set [n] and the set of

m-long {0, 1}-vectors of Hamming weight k - 1. (The Hamming weight of a vector is

simply the number of its nonzero coordinates.) Finally, for i E [n] and j E [k - 1] let

y(i)j denote the j-th nonzero coordinate of -y(i).

Now we define the encoding procedure. Given a message (a1l,..., an) E F, con-



sider a multivariate polynomial D in the ring IFr[zl,... ,z ],

n

D(xl,..., xm) = aiXY. 1 ... X•(i)k--l1

i=1

The key properties of the polynomial D are the following: on one hand D encodes

the message (for every i E [n] we have D(y(i)) = ai); on the other hand D has low

degree (deg D = k - 1). We define the encoding of our message to be the evaluation

of the polynomial D on the whole space F~. Clearly, such an encoding has length r m .

It remains to show that the code defined above is locally decodable. Assume we

are given an evaluation of the polynomial D over Fm that is adversatively corrupted

in a 5 fraction of locations. We are also given some index i E [n] and want to recover

D(W), where W = -y(i) by probing the (corrupted) evaluation of D in at most k

points. Note that it does not make much sense to probe the value of D at the point

W itself, since the value there may be corrupted. Instead, we pick a uniformly random

vector V I Fm and:

1. Probe the evaluation of D at points W + AV for k distinct nonzero A E Fr;

2. Interpolate a degree k - 1 univariate polynomial D(W + AV) E Fr [A] using the

values obtained above to get D(W).

Observe that each individual point where we probe D in the decoding process is

uniformly random. Therefore with probability at least 1 - kj we never probe D at a

corrupted point, and decode correctly.

1.2 Private information retrieval schemes

Consider a user that makes a query to a database. In many cases the user may

want to keep private the identity of the database record that he is interested in. A

good example is an investor that queries the stock-market database for the value of

a certain stock. Such an investor may wish not to disclose the identity of the stock

he is curious about. Private information retrieval (PIR) schemes are cryptographic



protocols that enable users to retrieve records from public databases, while keeping

private the identity of the retrieved records.

For a reader who has not come across the notion of private information retrieval

schemes before, it may seem quite puzzling how one can retrieve database records

without revealing their identity to the server holding the database. Note however

that there is a trivial solution. Namely, whenever the user wants a single record, the

user can ask for the copy of the whole database. This solution involves a tremendous

communication overhead, and is clearly practically unacceptable. Unfortunately, it

can be shown [CGKS98] that if the user wants to keep its privacy fully-protected

(in the information theoretic sense), then the trivial solution that we mentioned is

essentially optimal.

Interestingly, the negative result above only applies to databases that are stored

on a single server (rather than being replicated across several servers). In a seminal

paper, Chor et al. [CGKS98] came up with PIR schemes that enable private retrieval

of records from replicated databases, with a nontrivially small amount of communi-

cation. In such protocols the user makes queries to each server holding the database.

The protocol ensures that every individual server (by observing only the query sent

to him) gets no information about the identity of the item the user is interested in.

Before going further, let us make the notion of private information retrieval

schemes more concrete. We model database as an n-bit string x that is replicated

between k non-communicating servers. The user holds an index i (which is an integer

between 1 and n) and is interested in obtaining the value of the bit xi. To achieve this

goal, the user tosses some random coins, queries each of the servers and gets replies

from which the desired bit xi can be computed. The query to each server is dis-

tributed independently of i and therefore each server gets no information about what

the user is after. The main parameters of interest in a PIR scheme are the number

k of servers involved, and the communication complexity, namely the number of bits

exchanged by the user accessing an n-bit database and the servers. The major goal

of PIR related research to design k-server PIR schemes with optimal (i.e., the small-



est possible) amount of communication for every k. In this thesis we work towards

this goal, and obtain both positive and negative results regarding the communication

complexity of private information retrieval schemes.

We conclude the section by presenting a concrete k-server PIR scheme due to

David Woodruff and the author [WY05]. The scheme involves O(n1/(2k - 1)) com-

munication to access an n-bit database and is arguably the most intuitive among

currently known nontrivial PIR schemes. Our presentation assumes that the reader

is familiar with some basic algebraic concepts such as polynomials, finite fields, and

derivatives [LN83, dW03].

A PIR scheme based on polynomial interpolation. Fix k > 1 to be the

desired number of servers. Pick a prime power r > k + 1. Also pick an integer

m > 2k - 1, and set n = (2km 1) In what follows we obtain a k-server PIR scheme

with O(m) bits of communication to access an n sized database with entries from

the finite field F,. Note that for fixed k and growing m this yields schemes with

O(n1/(2k - 1)) communication.

Following the technique from the example in section 1.1, pick y : [n] -* {0, 1}m to

be a bijection between the set [n] and the set of m-long {0, 1}-vectors of Hamming

weight 2k-1. For i - [n] and j e [2k-1] let y(i)j denote the j-th nonzero coordinate of

y(i). Given a database (al,..., an) E yF each server obtains the following polynomial

D in the ring F,r[z,..., x,],

n

D(x,. .. , xm) = ,~ .( 1 . . . X(i2kl

i=1

Observe that for every i C [n] we have D(y(i)) = aj, and deg D = 2k - 1. The basic

idea behind our PIR scheme is the idea of polynomial interpolation. The user holds a

point W = ~(i) C FTm and wants compute D(W) without revealing the identity of W

to the servers. To this end the user randomly selects an affine line L E Fm containing

the point W and discloses certain points on L to the servers. Each server computes



and returns the value of D and the values of partial derivatives of D at the point that

it is given. Finally, the user reconstructs the restriction of D to L. In particular the

user obtains the desired value of D(W). Below is a more formal description.

We use the standard mathematical notation •~ to denote the value of the

partial derivative of D with respect to xt at point Q. Let A, ... , Ak E Fr be distinct

and nonzero. Let U denote the user and S 1,..., Sk denote the servers.

U : Picks V E Fm uniformly at random.

U -- Sh : W+AhV

U-- S : F(W + AhV), a.. W+,h, Oxm

Note that in the protocol above the input of each Sh is a uniformly random point

in Fr'. Therefore our protocol is private. It is also easy to verify both the queries that

the user sends to servers and the servers' responses are of length O(m) = O(n1/(2k-1)).

(Every query is simply a point in Fm. Every response is a list of m values of partial

derivatives of D plus the value of D itself.) It remains to show how the user obtains

D(W) from the servers' responses.

Consider the line L = {W+AV I A • Fr}. Let d(A) = D(W+AV) be the restriction

of D to L. Clearly, d(Ah) = F(P + AhV). Thus the user knows the values {d(Ah)} for

all h E [k]. However, the values {d(Ah)} do not suffice to reconstruct the polynomial

d, since the degree of d may be up to 2k - 1. The main observation underlying our

protocol is that knowing the values of partial derivatives , D. aD.
W+Ah'V xm W+Ah

V

the user can reconstruct the value of d'(Ah). The proof is a straightforward application

of the chain rule:

ad D(W + =AV) m Di
A ,h 9A 9X1 W+AhV

Thus the user can reconstruct {d(Ah)} and {d'(Ah)} for all h e [k]. Combining this

observation with the standard algebraic fact that a univariate polynomial of degree

2k- 1 is uniquely defined by its values and derivatives at k points [LN83], we conclude



that the user can reconstruct d and obtain D(W) = d(O).

1.3 The history of LDCs and PIRs

Both locally decodable codes and private information retrieval schemes can be seen

as the combinatorial analogs of notions that had been studied in complexity theory in

the late 1980s and early 1990s. In particular, decoding procedures of locally decodable

codes can be seen as combinatorial version of self-correctors [Lip90, BLR93], and pri-

vate information retrieval schemes are analogous to instance-hiding schemes [AFK89,

BF90, BFKR90]. Private information retrieval schemes were introduced by Chor et

al. [CGKS98] in 1995. Locally decodable codes were explicitly discussed in the PCP

literature in early 1990s, most notably in [BFLS91, Sud92, PS94]. However the first

formal definition of LDCs was given only in 2000 by Katz and Trevisan [KT00], who

also recognized an intimate relationship between LDCs and PIRs. (Namely, that

LDCs yield PIRs with related parameters and vice versa.) Since then the study of

LDCs and PIRs has grown into a fairly broad field, with many connections to other

areas of theoretical computer science. There are two (somewhat outdated) surveys of

LDC/PIR literature available [Tre04, Gas04].

One can informally classify the known families of LDCs and PIRs into three gen-

erations based on the technical ideas that underline these constructions. The latest

(third) generation is the main contribution of this thesis. In the following sections we

review every generation of codes and schemes and then proceed to lower bounds.

1.3.1 The first generation of LDCs and PIRs: interpolation

The first generation of LDCs and PIRs captures codes and schemes that are based

on the idea of (low-degree) multivariate polynomial interpolation. Examples of such

codes and schemes were given in sections 1.1 and 1.2.

All locally decodable codes of the first generation [KTOO, BIK05] are variants of

the classical Reed-Muller codes [MS77, vL82] that were introduced in coding theory



in 1960s. For constant query complexity k > 2, locally decodable codes of the first

generation have length exp(nl/(k- 1)).

There is a number of different PIR schemes of the first generation. The earliest

such schemes are due to Chor et al. [CGKS98]. Those schemes have communication

complexity O(n1 /3 ) for the case of two servers, and communication complexity O(nIl/k)

for the general k-server case. Later, different PIR schemes of the first generation

were proposed by Ambainis [Amb97] (note that there as well as in [CGKS98] the

use of interpolation is quite implicit). Those schemes improve upon [CGKS98] and

attain communication complexity O(n1/(2k- 1)) for the case of k servers. The work

of Ambainis uses recursion as well as polynomial interpolation. Other examples of

PIR schemes of the first generation were given in [BIK05, Ito99, WY05] and [BIKRO2,

claims 3.1 and 3.2]. All those schemes are not recursive and have the same asymptotic

parameters as the schemes of Ambainis [Amb97].

1.3.2 The second generation of LDCs and PIRs: recursion

The second generation of PIR schemes started with a breakthrough paper of Beimel

et al. [BIKR02], who combined the earlier ideas of polynomial interpolation with

a clever use of recursion to obtain k-server PIR schemes with n k log k ) asymptotic

communication. The constructions of [BIKR02] gave improved upper bounds for com-

munication complexity of k-server PIR for all values of k > 3. In particular [BIKR02]

obtained 3-server PIR schemes with O(n 1/5.25) communication; 4-server PIR schemes

with O(n1 /78 7) communication, and 5-server PIR schemes with O(n1/1 0 83 ) communi-

cation.

Later, some of the results of [BIKR02] were given alternative proofs in the work

of David Woodruff and the author [WY05] who also exploited an interplay between

recursion and polynomial interpolation. ([WYO5] matched the results of [BIKR02]

for all k < 26, but did not prove the asymptotic bound.) The actual constructions

of [BIKRO2, WY05] are quite involved, and we do not include them in this thesis,

but rather give a high-level overview of a specific 3-server PIR scheme of [WY05].



The scheme starts analogously to the PIR scheme from section 1.2. Given a

database of length n, each server {Sh}hE[3] represents it by a homogeneous degree 7

polynomial D in m = O(nl/ 7) variables over some finite field F,. The user U holds a

point W E IFm of Hamming weight 7 and wants to retrieve D(W), while keeping the

identity of W private. Rather than picking a random affine line containing the point

W, and sending some of its points to servers, the user picks a random 2-dimensional

affine plane 7r containing W, and sends each server Sh a line Lh in 7. We assume the

lines {Lh}hE[3] are in general position. Note that now for every pair of servers Sh1 , Sh2

there is a point Lh, n Lh,2  7r that is known to both of them. The user exploits this

fact and for every pair of servers runs a separate 2-server PIR protocol to obtain some

algebraic information about the restriction of D to 7r. Apart from that each server

sends U the values and derivatives of the polynomial D at every point of its line.

Finally the user combines all received information to obtain the restriction of D to 7i.

The results of [BIKR02] gave rise to the second generation of locally decodable

codes. Those codes are obtained from PIR schemes and have smaller length than

the codes of the first generation for all values of query complexity k > 4. In partic-

ular [BIKRO2] obtained 4-query LDCs of length exp(n 3/ 10 ); 5-query LDCs of length

exp(nl/5 ), and 6-query LDCs of length exp(nl/7). For general query complexity k they

achieved length exp (n klogk )

1.3.3 The third generation of LDCs and PIRs: point removal

The third generation of locally decodable codes and private information retrieval

schemes is the main contribution of this thesis. We introduce a novel (point removal)

approach to constructing locally decodable codes and obtain vast improvements upon

the earlier work. Our presentation is based on the key paper of the author [Yek07]

and the follow up work of Kiran Kedlaya and the author [KY07].

Our results.

* Given a Mersenne number m = 2t - 1 that has a large prime factor p > m 0 75,

we design three query LDCs of length N = exp (nl/t), for every n. Based



on the current state of knowledge about Mersenne primes (i.e., primes of the

form 2' - 1), this translates to a length of less than exp (n10-7), compared to

exp (n1/ 2) in the previous constructions. Our results for three query LDCs yield

improvements of similar magnitude for larger values of query complexity k, via

the generic reduction of [BIKR02].

* It has often been conjectured that there are infinitely many Mersenne primes.

Under this conjecture, our constructions yield three query locally decodable

codes of length N = exp (nO( n)) for infinitely many n. Under a stronger

(yet well accepted) conjecture [LPW, Pom80, Wag83] regarding the density of

Mersenne primes, our constructions yield three query locally decodable codes

of length N = exp (nO(o -losn)) for all n, for every c > 0.

* Our improvements in the parameters of locally decodable codes yield analo-

gous improvements for private information retrieval schemes. We give 3-server

PIR schemes with communication complexity of O (n10 -7) to access an n-bit

database, compared to the previous best scheme with complexity O(n1 /5.25). As-

suming again that there are infinitely many Mersenne primes, we get 3-server

PIR schemes of communication complexity n0(1/log logn) for infinitely many n.

Finally, assuming the conjecture regarding the density of Mersenne primes, we

get 3-server PIR schemes of communication complexity n0 (1/log- log n) for all

n, for every e > 0.

The results above were not expected by the community. After a decade of effort,

many researchers in the area were pessimistic and believed that locally decodable

codes with constant query complexity and subexponential length or private infor-

mation retrieval schemes with constant number of servers and subpolynomial com-

munication do not exist. In particular, such conjectures were published explicitly

in [Gas04, section 9], [Go105, conjecture 4.4].

Our technique. All previously known constructions of locally decodable codes

and private information retrieval schemes are (explicitly or implicitly) centered around



the idea of representing a message by an evaluation of a certain low degree polynomial

over a finite field. Our constructions take a completely different approach.

We start by reducing the problem of constructing locally decodable codes to the

problem of designing certain families of sets with restricted intersections. We next

give a (basic) construction of such families that relies on linear algebra over finite

fields. Our basic construction does not yield improved parameters for LDCs but has

a simple geometric intuition underlining it: our universe is a high dimensional linear

space (over a finite field), and our sets are lines and (unions of) affine hyperplanes.

Our key insight that gives name to the method is that one can perform a surgery

on the basic construction and greatly improve its parameters. Specifically, one can

carefully remove most of the points from lines while preserving the right intersection

properties.

The problem one needs to solve in order to successfully accomplish point removal

is the following: one needs to design a set S C FP for prime p that simultaneously

satisfies two properties: (1) There exist two large sequences of vectors u, ... ,un,

vY,..., vn in some low dimensional space ]Fm, such that the dot products (ui, vi) = 0

for all i, and the dot products (u3 , vi) E S for all i : j. We refer to this property

as the combinatorial niceness of S; (2) For a small integer k there exists a k sparse

polynomial O(x) E F 2[x] such that the common GCD of all polynomials of the form

O(xz), p C S and the polynomial x P - 1 is non-trivial. We refer to this property as

the algebraic niceness of S.

Our construction of locally decodable codes thus comes in three steps: First we

show that a set S exhibiting both combinatorial and algebraic niceness leads to good

locally decodable codes. In particular the length n of the sequences ul ,..., u, and

vl,..., vn corresponds to the number of message bits we can encode, while the length

of the codewords we build is N = pm. So the longer the sequence and the smaller the

dimension the better. The query complexity of our codes is given by the parameter

k from the definition of algebraic niceness of S. This step of our construction is quite

general and applies to vectors ul,. .. , vn and subsets S over any field. It leads us to the

task of identifying good sets that are both combinatorially and algebraically nice, and



these tasks narrow our choice of fields. As our second step we focus on combinatorial

niceness. In general big sets tend to be "nicer" (allow longer sequences) than small

ones. We show that every multiplicative subgroup of a prime field is combinatorially

as nice as its cardinality would allow. This still leaves us with a variety of fields and

subsets to work with. Finally as the last step we develop an insight into the algebraic

niceness of sets. We focus on the very narrow case of primes p that are large prime

factors of Mersenne numbers and the subgroup generated by the element 2 in Fp*. We

manage to show that this subgroup is nice enough to get 3-query locally decodable

codes, leading to our final result.

An alternative view of our constructions can be found in the follow up work of

Raghavendra [Rag07J.

Mersenne primes. As one can see above our results for locally decodable codes

and private information retrieval schemes rely heavily on the known results regarding

Mersenne numbers with large prime factors, (and in particular on the known results

regarding Mersenne primes). To the best of author's knowledge our results are the

first applications of Mersenne primes outside of number theory. We now briefly review

the history of Mersenne primes starting from the ancient times. We also summarize

the current knowledge regarding these numbers. Our exposition mostly follows [Pri].

Many ancient cultures were concerned with the relationship of a number with the

sum of its divisors. Positive numbers that are equal to the sum of all of their positive

divisors (excluding the number itself) were called perfect. Perfect numbers were often

given mystic interpretations. The first four perfect numbers are 6 = 1 + 2 + 3,

28 = 1 + 2 + 4 + 7 + 14, 496, and 8128. By looking at prime factorization of these

four numbers one can observe that each of them has the form 2t-1( 2t - 1), where t

is an integer and 2
t - 1 is prime. This is not a coincidence. About 2300 years ago

Euclid has proved that every number of such shape is perfect. (Much later Euler has

proved a partial converse, namely that an even number is perfect if and only if it has

the form 2 t-1( 2t - 1), where 2
t - 1 is prime.)



The connection to perfect numbers mentioned above motivated mathematicians

to look closer at prime numbers of the form 2
t - 1. One of mathematicians who were

interested in such primes was a French monk Marin Mersenne (1588-1648). In the

preface to his book [Mer44] Mersenne stated that the numbers 2 t - 1 were prime for

t = 2, 3, 5, 7, 13, 17, 19, 31, 67, 127 and 257

and were composite for all other positive integers t < 257. Mersenne's conjecture was

incorrect (he missed 61, 89, 107 and included 67 and 257 which do not yield primes).

Despite that nowadays integers of the form 2
t - 1 are called Mersenne numbers, and

primes of such form are called Mersenne primes.

Apart from the connection to perfect numbers, the other reasons Mersenne primes

are so appealing are their succinctness and (since late 1870's) the existence of a very

efficient deterministic Lucas-Lehmer [Ros88J primality test for integers of the form

2t - 1. The study of Mersenne primes that has started hundreds of years ago is still

ongoing. A part of this activity is a search for large Mersenne primes. Nowadays this

search involves using powerful modern computers. One of the notable contributors to

the search is George Woltman. In 1996 he had the idea of using the internet to coor-

dinate this search and developed the Great Internet Mersenne Prime Search project

(GIMPS), that allows amateurs to join the search donating some computational power

of their personal computers. GIMPS project has been quite successful: it has found

a total of ten Mersenne primes, each of which was the largest known prime at the

time of discovery. The largest known prime as of June 2007 is 232,582,657 - 1. This

Mersenne prime was discovered on September 4, 2006 by Steven Boone and Curtis

Cooper [CB].

Although the study of Mersenne primes has a very long history, so far mathemati-

cians do not have answers even for the most basic questions regarding these numbers.

In particular, it is not known whether the number of Mersenne primes is infinite.

There is a feeling in the math community that it may take a long time before this



question gets resolved [Sar]. A widely accepted conjecture states that (once found)

the answer will be affirmative (i.e., there are infinitely many Mersenne primes). In

fact, much stronger conjectures regarding the density of Mersenne primes have been

made by Lenstra, Pomerance, and Wagstaff [LPW, Pom80, Wag83]. When presenting

our results for locally decodable codes and private information retrieval schemes we

give both unconditional results (based on the largest known Mersenne prime) and

conditional results (under the assumption that the number of Mersenne primes is

infinite).

1.3.4 Lower bounds

Katz and Trevisan [KTOO) were the first to prove lower bounds for the length of

locally decodable codes. Further work on lower bounds includes [GKST02, DJK+02,

Oba02, KdW04, WdW05, WooO7]. The length of optimal 2-query LDCs was settled

by Kerenidis and de Wolf in [KdWO4] and is exp(n). However for values of query

complexity k > 3 we are still very far from closing the gap between lower and upper

bounds. Specifically, the best lower bounds to date are of the form f (nl+1/([k/21-1))

due to Woodruff [Woo07], while the best upper bounds are exp (nk (1/loglogn)) [Yek07]

even under number theoretic conjectures.

The progress on lower bounds for private information retrieval has also been quite

scarce. In what follows we list the known results for the two server case. The first

nontrivial lower bound of 4 logn is due to Mann [Man98]. Later it was improved

to 4.4 log n by Kerenidis and de Wolf [KdW04]. The current record of 5 log n is due

to Wehner and de Wolf [WdW05]. This leaves us with a tremendous gap to the

best upper bound of O(n1 /3 ) [CGKS98]. It is quite interesting to note that this upper

bound has never been improved since the initial paper of Chor et al. [CGKS98] in 1995.

Although to date a number of different two server PIR schemes are known [CGKS98,

BIK05, WYO5] all of them have the same communication complexity.

Apart from the work on general lower bounds for PIR protocols, there has been

some effort to establish (stronger) lower bounds for various restricted models of



PIR [ItoOl, GKST02, BFG06, RY06]. In particular Itoh [Ito01l] obtained polynomial

lower bounds on communication complexity of one round PIR, under the assump-

tion that each server returns a multilinear or affine function of its input. Goldreich

et al. [GKST02] introduced the notion of linear PIR protocols, i.e., protocols where

the servers are restricted to return linear combinations of the database bits to the

user, and also the notion of probe complexity, i.e., the maximal number of bits the

user needs to read from servers' answers in order to compute xi. Goldreich et al.

obtained polynomial lower bounds for communication complexity of two server linear

PIR schemes whose probe complexity is constant. Later, their results were extended

by Wehner and de Wolf [WdW05] who showed that the restriction of linearity can in

fact be dropped.

Another restricted form of 2-server PIR was considered by Alexander Razborov

and the author [RY06], who showed that every bilinear group-based PIR scheme

requires Q(n 1/3 ) communication. A bilinear PIR scheme is a one round 2-server PIR

scheme, where user computes the dot product of servers' responses to obtain the

desired value of the i-th bit. A group based PIR scheme, is a PIR scheme, that

involves servers representing database by a function on a certain finite group G, and

allows user to retrieve the value of this function at any group element using the

natural secret sharing scheme based on G. The model of bilinear group based PIR

generalizes all PIR protocols known to date [RY06, appendix].

In chapter 4 of this thesis we present the results of [RY06] in full detail.

1.4 Applications of LDCs and PIRs

Earlier in this chapter we have talked about the application of locally decodable codes

to data transmission and storage. We have also discussed the natural application of

private information retrieval schemes. In this section we review some of the most

notable other applications of LDCs and PIRs.



1.4.1 Secure multiparty computation

A fundamental result of Ben-Or, Goldwasser, and Wigderson [BOGW88] and Chaum,

Crepeau, and Damgard [CCD88] from 1988 asserts that information-theoretic secure

multiparty computation is feasible. Specifically, in [BOGW88, CCD88] it is shown

that k > 3 players that are allowed to exchange messages over secure channels, can

jointly compute any function of their local inputs while hiding the inputs from each

other; i.e., one can always arrange a protocol as to ensure that after performing the

joint computation any specific player gets no information about the inputs of other

players (apart from the information contained in the value of the function).

In all known protocols for secure multiparty computation the communication com-

plexity of the protocol grows linearly with the circuit size of the function being com-

puted. This results in exp(n) communication for securely computing most of the func-

tions of n bit inputs. A natural question that was explicitly asked in several papers

from the late 1980's and early 1990's [DBR90, BFKR90] is whether all functions can

be securely computed with only a polynomial (or at least a subexponential) amount

of communication in the input length. It was observed by Ishai and Kushilevtiz [IK04]

that this question is closely related to the complexity of private information retrieval

schemes.

Our constructions of PIR schemes with subpolynomial amount of communication

yield the first quantitative progress on the question mentioned above (via the reduc-

tion of [IK04]). Specifically, our results imply that a group of 18 or more players can

securely compute any function of their n-bit inputs with a total communication of

exp(n/ log 1- r n), for all n, for every c > 0, assuming the Lenstra, Pomerance, Wagstaff

conjecture [LPW, Pom80, Wag83] regarding the density of Mersenne primes.

1.4.2 Average-case complexity

One of the earliest applications of locally decodable codes is the application to worst-

case to average-case reductions. This application requires LDCs with polynomial

length and polylogarithmic query complexity. Such codes are known to exist since



1990s [BFLS91, BFNW93, STV99] (in fact they predate the formal introduction of

LDCs in [KTOO]) and can be obtained by certain modifications [Tre04, section 3.4] of

the classical Reed-Muller codes [MS77, vL82]. Our review of an example application

of LDCs to worst-case to average case reductions mostly follows [Tre04, section 3.5].

Let L be an EXP-complete problem, and for an input length t let us consider the

restriction of L to inputs of length t. We can see L restricted to these inputs as a

binary string of length 2t . Let us encode this string using a polynomial length locally

decodable code C that has polylogarithmic query complexity and can tolerate some

constant fraction of errors. We get a string of length 20(t) = 2t' , and let us think

of this string as defining a new problem L' on inputs of length t'. If L was in EXP,

then so is L'. The properties of the code C imply that a polynomial time algorithm

for L' that is good on average (i.e., solves L' correctly on, say, some 1 - E fraction of

the inputs in polynomial time) yields a probabilistic algorithm for L that works on

all inputs, and EXPCBPP. This argument shows that if every problem in EXP can

be solved well on average then EXPCBPP. A similar statement can be proved for

PSPACE using a variant of this argument.

1.4.3 Other models of private information retrieval

A large number of extensions of the basic PIR model have been studied. These include

extensions to t-private protocols, in which the user is protected against collusions of up

to t servers [CGKS98, BIK05, BIWO7]; extensions which protect the servers holding

the database (in addition to the user), termed symmetric PIR [GIKM00, NP99]; and

other extensions [BIMOO, BS02, CIK+01, DCIO01, GGM98, OS97]. In almost all

extensions the best known solutions are obtained by adding some extra layers on top

of a basic private information retrieval scheme. Therefore improving parameters of

(basic) PIR schemes yields improvements for many other problems. For instance,

see [BIW07] for a construction of improved t-private PIR schemes, based on PIR

schemes from this thesis.

PIR was also studied in the computational setting where privacy should hold only



against computationally bounded servers [K097, Ste98, CMS99, BIKM99, DCMO00,

KO00, KYO1, Lip04, GR05, OS07]. In contrast to information-theoretic PIR, compu-

tational PIR protocols with sublinear communication exist even in the single-server

case (under standard cryptographic assumptions). From a practical view point, single-

server PIR protocols are preferable to multi-server ones for obvious reasons: they

avoid the need to maintain replicated copies of the database or to compromise the

user's privacy against several colluding servers. Moreover, single server protocols

obtain better asymptotic communication complexity than information-theoretic pro-

tocols with a constant number of servers. However, for typical real-life parameters

the known single-server protocols are less efficient than known multi-server (even 2-

server) protocols. Furthermore, single-server protocols have some inherent limitations

which can only be avoided in the multi-server setting. See [BIKRO2, section 1] for

further discussion.

1.5 Organization of the thesis

The main contribution of this thesis is a novel point removal approach to constructing

locally decodable codes that yields vast improvements upon the earlier work. In chap-

ter 2 we give a detailed treatment of the approach, and present our main results for

LDCs. Chapter 3 deals with potential and limitations of the point-removal approach.

We argue that further progress in the unconditional bounds via this method (under a

fairly broad definition of the method) would imply progress on an old number theory

question regarding the size of the largest prime factors of Mersenne numbers. Al-

though chapters 2 and 3 are based on [Yek07, KY07], they contain some previously

unpublished results. Specifically in the thesis we consider locally decodable codes

over general (not necessarily binary) alphabets.

The last chapter 4 contains our results for private information retrieval schemes.

We start by presenting tremendous improvements in upper bounds for PIR schemes

involving three or more servers (that follow from improved upper bounds for LDCs).

We then turn to the natural question regarding whether the two server PIR is truly



intrinsically different. We argue that this may well be the case. We introduce a

novel combinatorial approach to PIR and establish the optimality of the currently

best known two server schemes a restricted although fairly broad model. The lower

bounds part of chapter 4 is based on [RY06].



Chapter 2

Locally decodable codes via the

point removal method

This chapter contains a detailed exposition of the point removal method for con-

structing LDCs. Our method can be broken into two parts. The first part is the

reduction that shows how the existence of subsets of finite fields that simultaneously

exhibit "nice" properties of two different kinds yields families of locally decodable

codes with good parameters. The second part is the construction of "nice" subsets of

finite fields.

Sections 2.1 and 2.2 of this chapter are preliminary. In section 2.3 we give a

detailed treatment of the first part of our method for the narrow case of binary codes.

We treat binary codes separately to have a simpler setup where we can (in an intuitive

yet formal manner) demonstrate the combinatorial and geometric ideas that lie behind

our method. While we believe that section 2.3 may be the most important part of

the thesis (since it explains the intuition behind our approach), it can be skipped by

the reader who is only interested in a succinct formal treatment of the constructions.

After a detailed treatment of binary codes in section 2.3 we give a succinct treatment

of general codes in section 2.4. As our main conclusion we identify the two "nice"

properties of subsets of finite fields that (simultaneously) yield good codes. We call

those properties combinatorial and algebraic niceness. The next two sections cover



the second part of our method. In section 2.5 we construct combinatorially nice

subsets of prime fields, and in section 2.6 we construct algebraically nice subsets of

prime fields. Finally in section 2.7 we put the results of the previous sections together

and summarize our improvements in upper bounds for locally decodable codes.

2.1 Notation

We use the following standard mathematical notation:

* [s]= (1,...,s};

* Z., denotes integers modulo n;

* Fq is a finite field of q elements;

* IF* is the multiplicative group of Fq;

* dH(x, y) denotes the Hamming distance between vectors x and y;

* (u, v) stands for the dot product of vectors u and v.

* For a linear space L C IF', L' denotes the dual space. That is,

L - = {u e F I Vv c L, (u, v) = 0}.

2.2 Locally decodable codes

In this section we formally define locally decodable codes.

Definition 2.1 An r-ary code C : [r]"n  [r]N is said to be (k, 6, e)-locally decodable

if there exists a randomized decoding algorithm A such that

1. For all x E [r]n , i e [n] and y E [r]N such that dH(C(x), y) < 6N : Pr[A(i) =

xi] > 1 - e, where the probability is taken over the random coin tosses of the

algorithm A.



2. A makes at most k queries to y.

In the special case when r is a prime power and the elements of the alphabet [r]

are in one to one correspondence with the elements of the finite field JFr it makes sense

to talk about linear codes. A locally decodable code C is called linear if C is a linear

transformation over Fr. In this thesis we only consider codes over prime alphabets,

and all our codes are linear.

2.3 Binary LDCs via point removal

In this section we give a detailed treatment of the first part of our method for the

narrow case of binary codes. Our goal here is to explain the intuition behind the point

removal approach, therefore we gradually build up our main construction, trying to

provide the motivation for every choice that we make. Our final result is a claim that

subsets of prime fields that exhibit certain properties (combinatorial and algebraic

niceness) yield families of LDCs with very good parameters.

In section 2.3.1 we introduce certain combinatorial objects that we call regular

intersecting families of sets. Those objects later serve as our tool to construct binary

LDCs. In section 2.3.2 we present a linear algebraic construction of a regular inter-

secting family that yields locally decodable codes with good (although, not the best

known) parameters. The notions of combinatorial and algebraic niceness of sets are

used implicitly in this section. Our main construction in section 2.3.3 builds upon the

construction of section 2.3.2 via the point removal procedure. We formally introduce

combinatorial and algebraic niceness and show how the interplay between these two

notions yields new LDCs.

2.3.1 Regular intersecting families of sets

Our constructions of locally decodable codes are linear. They are obtained by viewing

the basis elements of the code and the decoding sets of the code as specifying a set

system (where a vector corresponds to the set of coordinates on which it is non-zero),



with some special intersection properties. We define these properties next. Let N, R

and n be positive integers. Consider the set [N]. For i c [n], r c [R] let Ti and Qir,

be subsets of [N].

Definition 2.2 We say that subsets Ti and Qir form a (k, n, N, R, s) regular inter-

secting family if the following conditions are satisfied:

1. k is odd;

2. For all iC [n], ITi = s;

3. For all i E [n] and r E [R], IQirl = k;

4. For all i s [n] and r E [R], Qir c Ti;

5. For all i C [n] and w c Ti, IJr E [R] I w c Qir } = (Rk)/s, (i.e., Ti is uniformly

covered by the sets Qir);

6. For all i,j e [n] and r E [R] such that i =f j, IQi, n TjI - 0 mod (2).

The following proposition shows that regular intersecting families imply binary

locally decodable codes.

Proposition 2.3 A (k, n, N, R, s) regular intersecting family yields a binary linear

code encoding n bits to N bits that is (k, 6, 5Nk/s) locally decodable for all 6.

Proof: For a set S C [N] let I(S) G {0, 1}N denote its incidence vector. Formally,

for w E [N] we set I(S), = 1 if w E S; and I(S), = 0 otherwise. We define linear

code C via its generator matrix G E {0, 1}nxN. For i E [n], we set the i-th row of

G to be the incidence vector of the set Ti. Below is the description of the decoding

algorithm A. Given oracle access to y and input i E [n], the algorithm A

1. picks r E [R] uniformly at random;

2. outputs the dot product (y, I (Qi,)) over IF2.



Note that since IQirl = k, A needs only k queries into y to compute the dot

product. It is easy to verify that the decoding is correct if A picks r e [R] such that

all bits of xG in locations h E Qir are not corrupted:

n

(xG, I (Qir)) = x X(I(Ti), I (Qir)) = xi (I(TO), I (Qir)) = Xi. (2.1)
j=1

The second equality in formula (2.1) follows from part 6 of definition 2.2 and the last

equality follows from parts 1,3 and 4 of definition 2.2. Now assume that up to 6N bits

of the encoding xG have been corrupted. Part 5 of definition 2.2 implies that there

are at most (6NRk)/s sets Qi, that contain at least one corrupted location. Thus

with probability at least 1 - (6Nk)/s, the algorithm A outputs the correct value. U

To the best of our knowledge regular intersecting families of sets have not been

studied earlier. The closest combinatorial objects that have some literature are Ruzsa-

Szemeredi (hyper)graphs [RS78, FLN+02, SS05].

2.3.2 Basic construction

In this section we present our basic construction of regular intersecting families that

yields binary k-query locally decodable codes of length exp (n 1/ (k - 1)) for prime values

of k > 3. Note that for k > 3 the parameters that we get are inferior to the parameters

of LDCs of the second generation (see section 1.3.2).

We choose our universe to be a high dimensional linear space over a prime field

Fp and we choose sets Ti to be unions of cosets of certain hyperplanes and sets Qir

to be lines. We argue the intersection properties based on elementary linear algebra.

Let p be an odd prime and m > p - 1 be an integer.

Lemma 2.4 Let n = (pnm) . There exist two families of vectors {ul,..., u} and

{v1 ,...,v,} in Fp, such that

* For all i E [n], (ui, vi) = 0;

* For all i,j E [n] such that i # j, (uj, vi) 0 0.



Proof: Let e E Fm be the vector that contains 1's in all the coordinates. We set

vectors ui to be incidence vectors of all possible ( 1) subsets of [m] of cardinality

(p - 1). For every i E [n] we set vi = e - uj. It is straightforward to verify that this

family satisfies the condition of the lemma. U

Now we are ready to present our regular intersecting family. Set N = pm and

n = (Pm) . Assume some bijection between the set [N] and the space Fp. For i [n]

set

T = { xeF I (ui, x) h E F}.

Set R = s = (p - 1) -pm-. For each i E [n] assume some bijection between points of

Ti and elements of [R]. For i E [n] and r E [R] let wir be the r-th point of Ti. Set

Qi, = {wir + \Avi I A E F} .1

Lemma 2.5 For i E [n] and r E [R] sets T2 and Qir form a (p, n, N, R, s) regular

intersecting family.

Proof: We simply need to verify that all 6 conditions listed in definition 2.2 are

satisfied.

1. Condition 1 is trivial.

2. Condition 2 is trivial.

3. Condition 3 is trivial.

4. Fix i E [n] and r E [R]. Given that (ui, Wi,) E 1FP let us show that Qir g Ti.

By lemma 2.4 (ui, vi) = 0. Thus for every A•E F : (ui, Wi + Avi) = (Ui, Wir)

Condition 4 follows.
1Note that the sets Qir are not all distinct.



5. Fix i E [n] and w E Ti. Note that

I{r C [R] I wC Qir}l = I{Wir, T I 3A E Ip,j = Wir + vi• =

I{ir Ti I Ep, Wir = W - Avi}l = p.

It remains to notice that Rp/s = p. Condition 5 follows.

6. Fix i,j e [n] and r E [R] such that i # j. Note that

IQjr n TjI = {IA e F I (uj, wir+Avi)E F• } =
{A] IFp I ((j, Wir) + A(j, vi)) E Fp} = p - 1.

The last equality follows from the fact that (u3 , vi) $ 0, and therefore the

univariate linear function (uj, wir) + A(uj, vi) takes every value in IF exactly

once. It remains to notice that p - 1 is even. Condition 6 follows.

Combining lemma 2.5 and proposition 2.3 we get

Corollary 2.6 Let p be an odd prime and m > p - 1 be an integer. There exists

a binary linear code encoding (pmi bits to pm bits that is (p, 6, 6p 2/(p - 1)) locally

decodable for all 6.

It is now easy to convert the above result into a dense family (i.e., one that has a

code for every message length n, as opposed to infinitely many n's) of p-query LDCs

of length exp (nll(p-1)).

Theorem 2.7 Let p be a fixed odd prime. For every positive integer n there exists a

code of length exp (nl (p -1 )) that is (p, 6, 6p2 /(p - 1)) locally decodable for all 6.

Proof: Given n, choose m to be the smallest integer such that n < (m) . Set

n= p-m( ) . It is easy to verify that if n is sufficiently large we have n' < 2n. Given

a message x of length n, we pad it with zeros to length n' and use the code from

corollary 2.6 encoding x with a codeword of length p m = exp (n/( p -l 1)) .



2.3.3 Main construction: point removal

In the previous section we presented our basic linear algebraic construction of regular

intersecting families. We chose sets T2 to be unions of cosets of certain hyperplanes.

We chose sets Qir to be lines. The high-level idea behind our main construction, is

to reduce the number of codeword locations queried by removing some points from

lines; i.e., choosing sets Qi, to be proper subsets of lines rather than whole lines.

Before we proceed to our main construction we introduce two central techni-

cal concepts of our method, namely combinatorial and algebraic niceness. We now

give narrow definitions that are needed to construct binary codes via point removal

method in linear spaces over prime fields. Later, (in section 2.4) we give more general

definitions. Let p be an odd prime.

Definition 2.8 A set S C F* is called (m, n) combinatorially nice if there exist two

families of vectors {ui,..., un} and {v,... , vn} in FP, such that

* For all i E [n], (ui, v) = 0;

* For all i,j E [n] such that i - j, (uj, vi) E S.

Remark 2.9 Note that in lemma 2.4 we established that the set S = Fp is (m, r))

combinatorially nice for every integer m > p - 1.

Definition 2.10 A set S C F* is called k algebraically nice if k is odd and there exist

two sets So, S, C Fp such that

* So is not empty;

* IS11 = k;

* For all a GF and GE S: So n (a + SS1)| 0 mod (2).

Remark 2.11 It is easy to verify that the set S = F is p algebraically nice. Simply

pick S1 = F, and So = F .



The next lemma shows how an interplay between combinatorial and algebraic

niceness yields regular intersecting families. It is the core of our construction.

Lemma 2.12 Assume S C IF* is simultaneously (m, n) combinatorially nice and k

algebraically nice. Let So be the set from the definition of algebraic niceness of S. The

set S yields a (k, n, pm , ISo Ipm- l, ISolp m- l) regular intersecting family.

Proof: For i E [n] let ui, vi be the vectors from the definition of combinatorial

niceness. Set N = pm and R = s = ISolp m - 1. Assume a bijection between [N] and

F'. For all i E [n] set

Ti = {x E Fp' I (ui,x) E So}.

For each i E [n] assume some bijection between [R] and Ti. Let wir denote the r-th

point of Tj. Set

Qir = {Wir + AVi A S•}.

It remains to verify that all 6 conditions listed in definition 2.2 are satisfied.

1. Condition 1 is trivial.

2. Condition 2 is trivial.

3. Condition 3 is trivial.

4. Fix i c [n] and r E [R]. Given that (ui, wir) E So let us show that Qi, c Ti.

Definition 2.8 implies that (ui, vi) = 0. Thus for every A c S1 : (ui, Wir + Avi) =

(ui, wir) . Condition 4 follows.

5. Fix i E [n] and w E Ti. Note that

I{r E [R] I W E Qi,}l = {Wir Ti I 3~ c S, w = wi,r + Avi}l =
I{Wir E T I 3A E Si, Wjr = W - Avil} = IS1I = k.

It remains to notice that Rk/s = k. Condition 5 follows.



6. Fix i, j e [n] and r E [R] such that i # j. Note that

IQir n Tj I = { AE S (uj, Wir + Avi) E So0 } =

I{A E S, I ((j, Wir) + A(Uj, vi)) E So} =
ISo n ((uj, ir) + (uj, v)Si)1 - 0 mod (2).

The last equality follows from the fact that (uj, vi) E S, and definition 2.10.

Condition 6 follows.

Observe that one can derive a regular intersecting family with parameters from

lemma 2.5 using lemma 2.12 in combination with remarks 2.9 and 2.11.

The next proposition that follows immediately by combining proposition 2.3 with

lemma 2.12 is the heart of the first part of our construction of LDCs (for the case of

binary codes).

Proposition 2.13 Let p be an odd prime. Assume S C Fp is simultaneously (m, n)

combinatorially nice and k algebraically nice. Let So be the set from the definition of

algebraic niceness of S. The set S yields a binary linear code encoding n bits to pm

bits that is (k, 6, 6pk/ISol) locally decodable for all 6.

Later we will see that for every Mersenne prime p = 2t - 1 the multiplicative

subgroup generated by the element 2 in FpT is three algebraically -nice (lemma 2.30)

and sufficiently combinatorially nice (lemma 2.21) to yield three query LDCs of length

exp(nl/t) via the proposition above.

2.4 General LDCs via point removal

In this section we present a general treatment of the first part of our construction

of locally decodable codes. We extend the results from the previous section in two

ways: (1) we consider codes over alphabets Fr, for arbitrary primes r, rather than

only binary codes; (2) we consider nice subsets of arbitrary finite fields Fq, rather



than only prime fields. We start by defining combinatorial and algebraic niceness of

subsets in the general setup, and then proceed to a succinct formal proof of the main

propositions.

Definition 2.14 Let q be a prime power. A set S C F* is called (m, n) combinato-

rially nice if there exist two families of vectors {u 1,... , un} and {vl,..., vn} in Fm,

such that

* For all i E [n], (ui, vi) = 0;

* For all i,j e [n] such that i # j, (uj, vi) E S.

In many cases it will be more convenient for us to use the following definition of

combinatorial niceness that involves a single parameter t.

Definition 2.15 Let q be a prime power. A set S C F* is called t combinatorially

nice if for some c > 0 and every positive integer m, S is (m, [cmt]) combinatorially

nice.

Given a map f from a finite set to a field let supp(f) denote the number of elements

of the set that are not mapped to zero. Now we proceed to the general definition of

algebraic niceness.

Definition 2.16 Let q be a prime power and r be a prime. A set S C F* is called

k algebraically over Fr nice if there exist two maps, So : :Eq rF, and S1 : 'q E+r

such that

* supp(So) Z 0;

* supp(Si) • k;

E E SI(A)o 0;
EFoE

*For all aC'E Iqand3 E S: So(ce + OA) S(A) = 0.
AEFq



We now proceed to our core lemma that shows how sets exhibiting both combi-

natorial and algebraic niceness yield locally decodable codes.

Lemma 2.17 Let q be a prime power and r be a prime. Assume S C F* is simul-

taneously (m, n) combinatorially nice, and k algebraically nice over F,. Let So be

the map from the definition of algebraic niceness of S. The set S yields an Fr lin-

ear code encoding n-long messages to qm -long codewords that is (k, 6, 6qk/supp(So))

locally decodable for all 6.

Proof: Our proof comes in three steps. We specify encoding and local decoding

procedures for our codes and then argue the lower bound for the probability of correct

decoding. We use the notation from definitions 2.14 and 2.16.

Encoding: Our code will be linear. Therefore it suffices to specify the encoding

of unit vectors el,..., e,, where ej has length n and a unique non-zero coordinate j.

We define the encoding of ej to be a qm long vector, whose coordinates are labelled

by elements of 1F'. For all w E IF' we set:

Enc(ej), = So ((u, w)) . (2.2)

Local decoding: Given a (possibly corrupted) codeword y and an index i E [n], the

decoding algorithm A picks w E F', such that So((ui, w)) $ 0 uniformly at random,

reads supp(Si) < k coordinates of y, and outputs the sum:

So ((ui, w)) E S1(Q) E Sl()yAvi. (2.3)
AEFq )AeFq:SI(A)$O

Probability of correct decoding: First we argue that decoding is always correct if

A picks w c F' such that all coordinates of y with labels in the set {w + Avi }:si(A)$o

are not corrupted. We need to show that for all i E [n], x e IF' and w E F m , such

that So((ui, w)) $ 0:

So ((ui, w)) (, S/(,) S ,() xj Enc(ej) = i. (2.4),AE~q AEFq:Sl(,\)0o .+=1



To simplify the notation we put c = 1/ So ((ui, w)) E SI(A) and rewrite (2.4) as
AEIFq

c E s(A)(Z x3 Enc(ej) = Zi. (2.5)
AEFq j=1 W+Avi

Note that

cE S1(A) E -j Enc(ej)) = cjX (A, E S(A)Enc(ej),,, = (v
AEF, j=1 W+Avi j=1 AEFq

(2.6)

cE xj S (A)So((uj, w + Av.))
j=1 XEFq

Now note that

SS (A)So((uj, w + Avi)) = Sl(A)So((uj, w) + A(j, vi)) = /, ifi=j,
Fq AEFq 0, otherwise.

The last identity above for i = j follows from: (us, vi) = 0, and the definition of

constant c. The last identity for i 4 j follows from (uj, vi) E S and the algebraic

niceness of S. Combining (2.6) with the identity above we get (2.5).

Now assume that up to 6 fraction of coordinates of y are corrupted. Let Ti denote

the set of coordinates whose labels belong to {w E F' I So((ui, w)) 0 0}. It is not

hard to see that, ITlI = qm-isupp(So). Thus at most 6q/supp(So) fraction of coordi-

nates in Ti are corrupted. Let Qi = {{w + Avi} Aq:S (A)0 I w : So((ui, w)) i 0} be

the family of supp(Si)-tuples of coordinates that may be queried by A. (ui, vi) = 0

implies that elements of Qi uniformly cover the set Ti. Combining the last two ob-

servations we conclude that with probability at least 1 - 6qk/supp(So) A picks an

uncorrupted supp(S 1) < k tuple and outputs the correct value of xi. U

The parameters of a locally decodable code that one gets by applying lemma 2.17

to a certain (nice) set S depend on support of So, where So is a map from the definition



of algebraic niceness of S. The next lemma shows that one can always ensure that

the support of So is large, and thus obtain a good dependence of the decoding error

on the fraction of corrupted locations.

Lemma 2.18 Let q be a prime power and r be a prime. Let S C F* be a k alge-

braically nice set over Fr. Let So, S1 be maps from the definition of algebraic niceness

of S. One can always redefine the map So to satisfy supp(So) Ž [q(1 - 1/r)].

Proof: Algebraic niceness of S implies that for all a E Fp and PE S,

SSo(a + A)S1(A) = 0.
AEFq

Equivalently, for all a E Fp and 3 E S,

E So(A)S1((A - a)/-1) = 0. (2.7)
AEFq

Our goal is to redefine the map So to satisfy both (2.7) and supp(So) 2 [q(1 - 1/r)].

Consider a linear space M = Fq where coordinates of vectors are labelled by

elements of Fq. Note that there is a natural one to one correspondence between vectors

in M and maps from Fq to Fr. Specifically a map f : Fq -- Fr corresponds to a vector

v E M such that vX = f(A), for all A E Fq.

Let L C M be a linear subspace spanned by vectors corresponding to all maps

f(A) = S 1((A-a)3- 1), where a E Fq and/3 P S. Observe that L is invariant under the

actions of a 1-transitive permutation group (permuting the coordinates in accordance

with addition in Fq). This implies that the space L' is also invariant under the

actions of the same group. Note that L' has positive dimension since it contains the

vector corresponding to the map So. The last two observations imply that L' has a

full support, i.e., for every i E [q] there exists a vector v E L' such that vi $ 0. It is

easy to verify that any linear subspace of Fq that has full support contains a vector

of Hamming weight at least [q(1 - 1/r)]. Let v E L' be such a vector. Redefining

the map So to be the map from Fq to Fr corresponding to vector v we conclude the

proof. M



The following propositions are the heart of the first part of our construction of

LDCs. Combining lemmas 2.17 and 2.18 we get

Proposition 2.19 Let q be a prime power and r be a prime. Assume S C ]F* is

simultaneously (m, n) combinatorially nice, and k algebraically nice over IFr. The

set S yields an IF, linear code encoding n-long messages to qm-long codewords that is

(k, 6, Jkr/(r - 1)) locally decodable for all 6.

Using proposition 2.19 in combination with a single parameter definition of com-

binatorial niceness we get

Proposition 2.20 Let q be a prime power and r be a prime. Assume S c 'F is

simultaneously t combinatorially nice, and k algebraically nice over 'Fr; then for ev-

ery n > 0 there exists an IF, linear code encoding n-long messages to exp(n'/t)-long

codewords that is (k, 6, 6kr/(r - 1)) locally decodable for all 6.

Proof: Let c > 0 be the constant from the (single parameter) definition of com-

binatorial niceness of S. Given a message of length n we pad it with zeros to get a

message of length n', where n' > n is the smallest integer of the form [cm tj; and then

use the code from proposition 2.19. It is not hard to verify that the padding results

in a most a constant (multiplicative) blow-up in the message length, and thus the

length of our code is exp(nl/t). M

Propositions 2.19 and 2.20 identify two properties of subsets of finite fields that

together yield good locally decodable codes. These properties are combinatorial and

algebraic niceness. Our next goal is to construct nice subsets. In the next sections

we show that if primes p and r are such that p is a large factor of rt - 1; then the

multiplicative subgroup generated by the number r in Fp is sufficiently (algebraically

and combinatorially) nice to yield constant-query LDCs of length exp(nl/t) over Fr

for all message lengths n.



2.5 Combinatorially nice subsets of F•

In this section we study combinatorial niceness and show that multiplicative sub-

groups of prime fields are combinatorially nice.

For w E Fp and a positive integer 1, let w®l E Fip denote the l-th tensor power

of w. Coordinates of w®l are labelled by all possible sequences in [m]' and w , =
1
I w~j. Our next goal is to establish the following

j=1

Lemma 2.21 Let p be a prime and m > p- be an integer. Suppose S is a subgroup

of F; then S is ((m-l+(p-1)/(ISI Pm combinatorially nice.

Proof: Let 7n = (L . For i E [n] let vectors u" and v"' in FT be the same as

vectors ui, v in the proof of lemma 2.4, i.e, i.e., vectors are incidence vectors of all

possible subsets of [m] of cardinality (p - 1) and vectors vi' are their complements.

Recall that

* For all i E [n], (u, vi') = 0;

* For all i, j e [n] such that i - j, (u3, v7') j 0.

Let 1 be a positive integer and u, v be vectors in Fp. Observe that

U0l v®0) = I: 1 uij H Vij
(ix,.--,i )6(my j=1 j=l

(2.8)

E (i. ui, Vij) E mUivil) .. °.(i E u•Vil) = (u, v)1.

Let 1 = (p- 1)/ISI. For i c [n] set un = u'®1 and v = v'0 1. Formula (2.8) and cyclicity

of TFh yield

* For all i E [n], (u, v') = 0;

* For all i, j E [n] such that i j, (u', v') E S.



Note that vectors u' and v' are m(p- 1)ISI long. Therefore at this point we have already

shown that the set S is m(p- l)/IS l, (prm)) combinatorially nice.

Let w be an arbitrary vector in Fm. Note that the value of wi 1  depends on

the multi-set {il ,..., i)} rather than the sequence il, ... , il. Thus many coordinates

of w®l contain identical (and therefore redundant) values. We are going to reduce the

length of vectors u' and vi using this observation. Let F(m, 1) denote the family of all

multi-subsets of [m] of cardinality 1. Note that IF(m, 1)1 = (m-1+1) . For a multi-set

a c F(m, 1) let c(u) denote the number of sequences in [m]' that represent a. Now

we are ready to define vectors ui and vi in FI(m,)' 1. The Coordinates of the vectors ui

and vi are labelled by multi-sets a E F(m, 1). For all i E [n] and a e F(m, 1) we set

(u), = c(c)(u') and (vi), = (v'),.

It is easy to verify that for all i, j E [n], (uj, vi) = (u', v') . Combining this observation

with the properties of vectors u and v' that were established earlier, we conclude that

the set S is (( m-1)/Is ( ,I )) combinatorially nice. U

We now give a simple corollary to lemma 2.21 that uses a single parameter defi-

nition of combinatorial niceness.

Lemma 2.22 Let p be a prime. Suppose S is a subgroup of Fp; then S is ISI combi-

natorially nice.

Proof: Let t = ISI. We need to specify a constant c > 0 such that for every

positive integer m there exist two n = [cmtJ-sized collections of m long vectors over

F, satisfying:

* For all i G [n], (ui, vi) = 0;

* For all i,j E [n] such that i 4 j, (uj, vi) E S.

First assume that m has the shape m = ml +(p-1)/t ,for some integer m' > p- 1.

In this case lemma 2.21 gives us a collection of n = pm vectors with the right

properties. Observe that n > cm t for a constant c that depends only on p and t. Now



assume m does not have the right shape, and let ml be the largest integer smaller

than m that does have it. In order to get vectors of length m we use vectors of length

m, coming from lemma 2.21 padded with zeros. It is not hard to verify that such

a construction still gives us n > cmt large families of vectors for a suitably chosen

constant c. U

2.6 Algebraically nice subsets of F*

In the previous section we studied combinatorial niceness and established that multi-

plicative subgroups of prime fields are combinatorially nice. In this section we study

algebraic niceness, and show that (under certain constraints on p and r) the multi-

plicative subgroup generated by r in F is algebraically nice over Fr.

We start by introducing some notation. Let p and r be distinct primes.

* ordp(r) denotes the smallest integer t such that p I rt - 1.

* (r) C Fp denotes the multiplicative subgroup of Fp generated by r. Clearly,

I(r)I = ordp(r);

* F denotes the algebraic closure of the field F;

* CP c F, denotes the multiplicative subgroup of p-th roots of unity in Fr,.

Definition 2.23 Let p and r be distinct primes. We say that there is a nontrivial k

dependence between the elements of CPr if there exist (1,...,(k, Cp and a,..., ak E

Fr such that

all +...+ k k= O and a+... + k 0. (2.9)

Lemma 2.24 Let p and r be distinct primes. Suppose there exists a nontrivial k

dependence between the elements of CP; then (r) C F; is k algebraically nice over F,.

Proof: In what follows we define a map S" : Fp -+ Fr and prove the existence of

a map So : F, F, such that together So and S1 yield k algebraic niceness of (r)



over IF,. Identity (2.9) implies that for some k' < k there exist k' distinct p-th roots

of unity C1,...c, C, E Cp such that for some -i,..., ck' G Fr

1(1+ -... + rk' k' = 0 and al +...+ ak'# 0. (2.10)

Let t = ordp(r). Observe that C C Fr,t. Let g be a generator of CP. Identity (2.10)

yields alg7 +... + Uak/gk' = 0, for some distinct values {yi}ie[k'] in Zp. We define

Sl(yi) = ai, for all i E [k']; and S1 (A) = 0 for all other A E Fp. Identity (2.10) yields

supp(S 1) < k and E SI(A) = 0.
AEFp

Now our goal is to prove the existence of a (nonzero) map So : Fp -+ Fr such that

for all a E F and p E S:

Z So(a + OA)S (A) = 0.
AEFp

Equivalently, we need (a nonzero) map So such that for all a E Fp and 3 E S:

E So(A)Si((A - a)3-') = 0. (2.11)
AEFp

Consider a natural one to one correspondence between maps S' : F, -* Fr and

polynomials 0s,(x) in the ring Fr [x]/(xP - 1) :

O,(X) = E S'(A) X.
AEZP

Clearly, for every map S' : F• -- Fr and every fixed a, P E Fp, such that 3 0 :

S,((A_-)0-1)(x) = : S((A - a)/l)x = 5 S•'(A)+0X = = ¢0,(6).
AEFp AEFP

Let a be a variable ranging over F, and / be a variable ranging over (r). We are going

to argue the existence of a map So : Fp - F, that has satisfies (2.11), by showing that

all polynomials 0si((A-a)0-1) belong to a certain linear space L E Fr[x]/(XP - 1) of



dimension less than p. In this case any (nonzero) map T : F, -- IFr such that OT E L'

can be used as the map So. Let r(x) = gcd(xP - 1, s,1(x)). Note that r(x) = 1

since g is a common root of xP - 1 and Os, (x). Let L be the space of polynomials in

Fr [x]/(xp - 1) that are multiples of 7(x). Clearly, dim L = p - deg 7. Fix some a E IFp

and p e (r). Let us prove that bs1((A•_)p-1)(x) is in L:

0S(( a) 1)() = X=OS(X') = X(s, (k))W

The last identity above follows from the fact that for any f E IFr[x] and any positive

integer i : f(xzri) = (f(x))ri .

Lemma 2.24 reduces the task of proving k algebraic niceness of (r) C IFP to

certifying the existence of a nontrivial k dependence in CIr. In the following subsections

we present several sufficient conditions for the existence of such a dependence.

Our first sufficient condition (lemma 2.25) is the following: p is a Mersenne prime

and r = 2. The proof that this condition suffices is simple and self-contained. This

result alone already yields most of our improvements for binary locally decodable

codes (see lemma 2.30 and section 2.7.1). Two weaker sufficient conditions are given

in lemmas 2.26 and 2.29. The proofs of those lemmas are quite technical. Those

lemmas are later used to obtain the most general form of our results for LDCs (see

section 2.7.2).

2.6.1 3-dependencies between p-th roots: sufficient condi-

tions

Lemma 2.25 Suppose p = 2t - 1 is a Mersenne prime; then there exists a nontrivial

three dependence in C(.

Proof: Observe that the polynomial xP - 1 = x2t-1 - 1 splits into distinct linear

factors in the finite field F2t. Therefore Cp = FT,. Pick (1 # (2 in C2 arbitrarily. Set

(3 = (1 + (2. Note that (3 E Cp and (1 + (2 + (3 = 0.



Now we generalize lemma 2.25 and show that a substantially weaker condition on

p and r is still sufficient. Our argument relies on the classical Weil bound [LN83, p.

330] for the number of rational points on curves over finite fields.

Lemma 2.26 Let p and r be distinct primes. Suppose ordp(r) < (4/3) log, p; then

there exists a nontrivial three dependence in CI.

Proof: We start with a brief review of some basic concepts of projective algebraic

geometry [CL096]. Let F be a field, and f E IF[x, y, z] be a homogeneous polynomial.

A triple (xo, yo, zo) E F3 is called a zero of f if f(xo, yo, zo) = 0. A zero is called

nontrivial if it is different from the origin. An equation f = 0 defines a projective

plane curve Xf. Nontrivial zeros of f considered up to multiplication by a scalars are

called F-rational points of Xf. If F is a finite field it makes sense to talk about the

number of F-rational points on a curve.

Let t = ordp(r). Note that CP C IFrt . Pick {ai}ie[3] in F* such that aO +U 2 + 3 #ý 0.

Consider a projective plane curve X defined by

l (rt - 1)/ p  2y(rt -1)/p + 3(r t - 1) /p = 0. (2.12)

Let us call a point a on X trivial if one of the coordinates of a is zero. Clearly, there

are at most 3(rt - 1)/p trivial points on X. Note that every nontrivial Frt-rational

point of X yields a nontrivial 3-dependence in CP (since F* is cyclic). The classical

Weil bound [LN83, p. 330] provides an estimate

|Nq - (q + 1) _ (d - 1)(d - 2) (2.13)

for the number Nq of Fq-rational points on an arbitrary smooth projective plane curve

of degree d. (2.13) implies that in case

rt + 1 > rt - 1)(tP - 2 T/2 + 3 (2.14)



there exists a nontrivial point on the curve (2.12). Note that (2.14) follows from

rt +1 (> rt) () rt/2 2r3t/2  3rt  (2.15)

and (2.15) follows from

rt > r2t+t/2/p 2  and 2rt/ 2 > 3.

Now note that the first inequality above follows from t < (4/3) logr p. To prove the

second inequality observe that r > 3 implies 2r 1 / 2 > 3, and r = 2 implies t > 2. U

2.6.2 k-dependencies between p-th roots: a sufficient condi-

tion

In this section we show that one can further relax the conditions of lemma 2.26 and

still ensure the existence of nontrivial k dependencies in Cp , (for k > 3). Our proof

is quite technical and comes in three steps. First we briefly review the notion of

(additive) Fourier coefficients of subsets of Frt. Next, we invoke a folklore argument

to show that subsets of IFrt with appropriately small nontrivial Fourier coefficients

contain nontrivial k dependecies. Finally, we use a recent result of Bourgain and

Chang [BC06] (generalizing the classical estimate for Gauss sums) to argue that

(under certain constraints on p and r) all nontrivial Fourier coefficients of Cp are

small.

For a prime r let Cr denote the multiplicative group of complex r-th roots of

unity. Let e E Cr be an r-th root other than the identity. For x Frt let Tr(x) =

x + Xr + ... + Xrt- denote the trace of x. It is not hard to verify that for all x,

Tr(x) E F,. Characters of Ft are homomorphisms from the additive group of Frt into

Cr. There exist rt characters. We denote characters by Xa, where a ranges in ]Ft,

and set Xa(X) = en(a" x). Let C(x) denote the incidence function of a set C C Frt. For

arbitrary a E F,t the Fourier coefficient C(Xa) is defined by C(Xa) = E Xa(x)C(x),

where the sum is over all x IFt. Fourier coefficient C(Xo) = ICI is called trivial,



and other Fourier coefficients are called nontrivial. In what follows Ea stands for

summation over all rt elements of Frt. We need the following two standard properties

of characters and Fourier coefficients.

SXa(x) {
a

if x = 0;

otherwise.
(2.16)

2

SC(Xa) = r'Clc (2.17)
a

The following lemma is a folklore.

Lemma 2.27 Let C C Ft and k > 3 be an integer such that there exist {ai}ie[k] in

F., where Eie[k] oi O0. Let F be the largest absolute value of a nontrivial Fourier

coefficient of C. Suppose
F |C0\ 1/(k-2)

IC <(L (2.18)
Ic0 r t

then there exists a nontrivial k dependence between the elements of C.

Proof: Let M(C) = # {(1,..., (k E C I aU1 +... + k(kk = 0}. Identity (2.16)

yields

1
M(C) ~r

Note that

mation in

XlXkEFrt
X1,*·*,XkEIFrt

(2.19)C()... C(xk) E Xa (ll - . -- + kXk).
a

Xa(•(1x + ... + Ukxk) = Xola(x1) ... Xka(xk). Changing the order of sum-

(2.19) we get

M(C) S
a X1,·.-,XkEFrt

C(x1 ) ... C(xk)Xla(l). -- Xka(xk)

Separating the term corresponding to a = 0 in the right hand side of (2.20) we get

M(C) C= 1+ ( k ) c - k (Xa) . (2.21)
aZ0 i=1 a0O i=1

(2.20)



Using the generalized Holder's inequality [BB65, p. 20] we obtain

k k

H[ C(Xoia) I k H E (Xcja)
a$0 i=1 i=1

Note that for every i E [k] we have

SC(X.aa) Ik
a00

<F k-2 C(Xa a)
a

= Fk-2rt C0,

where the last identity follows from (2.17). Combining (2.21), (2.22) and (2.23) we

get

M(C) >1 Ck
rt

- Fk-21CI,

and conclude that we conclude that (2.18) implies M(C) > 0.

The following lemma is due to Bourgain and Chang [BC06, theorem 1].

Lemma 2.28 Assume that n I rt - 1 and satisfies the condition

r t - 1_ <t(l)-t

rt' - 1,/

(2.24)

U

for all <t' <t t' I t,

where E > 0 is arbitrary and fixed. Then for all a E 1F*E

(2.25)E eTr(az=) < cirt(1- 6)

xEFrt

where 6 = 6(e) > 0 and cl = cl(c) are constants.

Below is the main result of this subsection. Recall that Cr denotes the set of p-th

roots of unity in Fr-.

Lemma 2.29 For every c > 0 and prime r there exists an integer k = k(c, r) such

that the following implication holds. If p - r is a prime and ordp(r) < clog, p then

there is a nontrivial k dependence between the elements of C0 .

(2.22)

(2.23)

gcd (n,



Proof: Note that the sum of all p-th roots of unity in Fr is zero. Therefore given

r and c it suffices to prove the existence of k = k(c, r) that works for all sufficiently

large p. Let t = ordp(r). Observe that p > rt/c. Assume p is sufficiently large so that

t > 2c. Next we show that the precondition of lemma 2.28 holds for n = (rt - 1)/p

and E = 1/(2c). Let t' I t and 1 < t' < t. Clearly gcd(rt' - 1,p) = 1. Therefore

gcd r 1 i < (2.26)gad( r - 1 rt- = rt -1 rt(1-1/c)(p Ir t' - 1 p(rt' - 1) r t - 1

where the inequality follows from p > rt/c. Clearly, t > 2c yields rt/(2c)/2 > 1.

Multiplying the right hand side of (2.26) by rt/(2c)/2 and using 2(rt' - 1) > rt' we get

gcd (rt- rt- ) <rt(1-1/(2c))-t'. (2.27)

Combining (2.27) with lemma 2.28 we conclude that there exist 6 > 0 and cl such

that for all a E F~

e n(ax '-l)/) < Cl r t ( 1-6). (2.28)
XEFrt

Observe that (r't- l )/p takes every value in CP exactly (rt - 1)/p times when x ranges

over F*~. Thus (2.28) implies

(rt - 1)(F/p) < cirt(1-6 ) + 1, (2.29)

where F denotes the largest absolute value of a nontrivial Fourier coefficient of CP.

Assuming that t is sufficiently large, we get

(rt - 1)(F/p) < c2rt(1-6 ), (2.30)

for a suitably chosen constant c2. (2.30) yields F/p < (2c 2)r -6t. Pick k > 3 to be an

odd integer large enough so that (1 - 1/c)/(k - 2) < 6. We now have

(1-1/c)t

F/p < r (k-2) (2.31)



for all sufficiently large values of p. Combining p > rt/c with (2.31) we get

F c _P_ 1/(k-2)

ICrT r<

and the application of lemma 2.27 together with an observation that for odd k there

always exist {Ui}iE[k] in F*, where EiE[k] uoi 7 0 conclude the proof. U

2.6.3 Summary

We now summarize our sufficient conditions on p and r that yield algebraic niceness

of (r) gc_ F over IFr. Combining lemmas 2.24 and 2.25 we get

Lemma 2.30 Suppose p = 2t - 1 is a Mersenne prime; then (2)

algebraically nice over F2.

Using lemma 2.26 instead of lemma 2.25 (in combination

weaker sufficient condition.

Lemma 2.31 Suppose p and r are distinct primes such

then (r) C FP is three algebraically nice over F,.

C 1F* is three

with lemma 2.24) we get a

that ordp(r) • (4/3)log, p;

Finally, combining lemmas 2.24 and 2.29 we get

Lemma 2.32 For every c > 0 and prime r there exists an integer k = k(c, r) such

that the following implication holds. If p Z r is a prime and ordp(r) < clog, p then

(r) c F* is k algebraically nice over F,.

2.7 Results

In what follows we put the results of the previous sections together and summarize

our improvements in upper bounds for locally decodable codes.

In section 2.7.1 we present our results for the narrow case of three query binary

codes. First we show that given a single Mersenne prime p = 2t - 1 one can design

three query binary LDCs of length exp(nl/t) for every message length n. Secondly we



review the achievements of the centuries-old study of Mersenne primes, and present

vast explicit improvements upon the earlier work.

In section 2.7.2 we present the general form our our results. We show that if r

is a prime and rt - 1 has a polynomially large prime factor p > rYt; then for every

message length n there exists a k(7)-query r-ary LDC of length exp(nl/ t ). The query

complexity of our codes depends on the size of the largest prime factor of rt - 1, and

the length of our codes depends on the size of rt - 1 itself. The larger is the largest

prime factor the smaller is the query complexity. The larger is rt - 1 the shorter are

the codes.

2.7.1 Results for three query binary codes

Combining proposition 2.20 with lemma 2.22 and lemma 2.30 we conclude that every

Mersenne prime p = 2t - 1 yields a family of 3-query LDCs of length exp (nu/t)

Theorem 2.33 Suppose p = 2t - 1 is a Mersenne prime; then for every message

length n there exists a binary linear code of length exp (nu/ t) that is (3, 6, 66) locally

decodable for all 6.

Mersenne primes have been a popular object of study in number theory for the

last few centuries. The largest known Mersenne prime (as of June, 2007) is p =

232,582,657 - 1. It was discovered by C. Cooper and S. Boone [CB] on September 4,

2006. Plugging p into theorem 2.33 we get

Theorem 2.34 For every message length n there exists a binary linear code of length

exp (n1/ 32,58 2,657) that is (3, 6, 66) locally decodable for all 6.

It has often been conjectured that the number of Mersenne primes is infinite. If this

conjecture holds we get three query locally decodable codes of subexponential length

for infinitely many message lengths n. To prove this we first combine proposition 2.19

with lemmas 2.21 and 2.30 to obtain

Lemma 2.35 Let p = 2t - 1 be a Mersenne prime and m > p - 1 be an integer. Let

m = (m-1+(p-1)/t) . There exists a binary linear code encoding n (m), bits to

pm' bits that is (3, 6, 66) locally decodable code for all 6.



Now we are proceed to constructing a family of three query LDCs of subexponential

length.

Theorem 2.36 Suppose that the number of Mersenne primes is infinite; then for

infinitely many values of message length n there exists a binary linear code of length

exp (no(olo)) that is (3,6,66) locally decodable for all 6.

Proof: Given a Mersenne prime p, set m = 2p.Substituting m and p into lemma 2.35

and making some basic manipulations we conclude that there exists a (3, 6, 66) locally

decodable code encoding n = me(logm) bits to N = exp (m lo•lo)) bits. An

observation that log log n = E(log log m) completes the proof. U

Lenstra, Pomerance, and Wagstaff [LPW, Pom80, Wag83] have made the following

conjecture regarding the density of Mersenne primes.

Conjecture 2.37 Let M(t) be the number of Mersenne primes that are less than or

equal to 2t - 1; then

lim M(t)/log2 t = e",
t-oo

where 7- 0 0.577 is the Euler-Mascheroni constant.

If the conjecture above holds we get three query locally decodable codes of subex-

ponential length for all message lengths n.

Theorem 2.38 Let e be a positive constant. Suppose the conjecture 2.37 holds; then

for every message length n there exists a binary linear code of length exp (no(losl log n

that is (3, 6, 66) locally decodable for all 5.

Proof: Conjecture 2.37 implies that for all sufficiently large integers z there is

a Mersenne prime between 2
log"- Z and z. Assume n is sufficiently large. Pick a

Mersenne prime p from the interval [2 gIoi•- a, ~.lgn] . Let m be the smallest

integer such that n < p) .Note that m = pne(1/p). Given an n-bit message x we

pad it with zeros to length (-) and use the code from lemma 2.35 to encode x

into a codeword of length pm' for m' = (ni/P log p)O(p lop) . It remains to notice that

log m' = 0 logn plog logp = lognlog p log log-' logn -



2.7.2 Results for general codes

For an integer m let P(m) denote the largest prime factor of m. Our first theorem

gets 3-query r-ary LDCs from numbers m = rt - 1 such that P(m) > m 3/4.

Theorem 2.39 Let r be a prime. Suppose P(rt - 1) > r0.75t; then for every message

length n there exists a three query r-ary code of length exp(nl/t) that is (3, 6, 36r/(r - 1))

locally decodable for all 5.

Proof: Let P(rt - 1) = p. Observe that p I rt - 1 and p > r0.75t yield ordp(r) <

(4/3) logy p. Combining lemmas 2.31 and 2.22 with proposition 2.20 we obtain the

statement of the theorem. U

As an example application of theorem 2.39 one can observe that P(2 23-1) = 178481 >

2(3/4)*23 ? 155872 yields a family of three query locally decodable codes of length

exp(n 1/23). Theorem 2.39 immediately yields:

Theorem 2.40 Let r be a prime. Suppose for infinitely many t we have P(rt - 1) >

r0.75t; then for every e > 0, for every message length n there exists a three query r-ary

code of length exp(n") that is (3,6,36r/(r - 1)) locally decodable for all 6.

The next theorem gets constant query LDCs from numbers m = rt - 1 with prime

factors larger than mr for every value of y.

Theorem 2.41 Let r be a prime. For every -y > 0 there exists an integer k =

k(y, r) such that the following implication holds. Suppose P(rt - 1) > r-t ; then for

every message length n there exists a k query r-ary code of length exp(nl/t) that is

(k, 6, 6kr/(r - 1)) locally decodable for all 5.

Proof: Let P(r t - 1) = p. Observe that p I rt - 1 and p > rzt yield ordp(r) <

(1/y) logr p. Combining lemmas 2.32 and 2.22 with proposition 2.20 we obtain the

statement of the theorem. U

As an immediate corollary we get:



Theorem 2.42 Let r be a prime. Suppose for some y > 0 and infinitely many t we

have P(rt - 1) > r'y; then there is a fixed k such that for every E > 0, for every message

length n there exists a k-query r-ary code of length exp(n') that are (k, 6, 6kr/(r - 1))

locally decodable for all 5.



Chapter 3

Limitations of the point removal

method

In the previous chapter we gave a detailed exposition of the point removal method for

constructing locally decodable codes and obtained vast improvement upon the earlier

work. Our most general result (theorem 2.41) said that if r is a prime and r t - 1 has

a polynomially large prime factor p > r-t; then there exists a family of k(7)-query

r-ary LDC of length exp(nl/t).

In this chapter we prove a partial converse of theorem 2.41. Namely, we show

that if for some fixed k and all E > 0 one can use the point removal method to obtain

a family of r-ary k-query LDCs of length exp (n6); then infinitely many numbers of

the form rt - 1 prime factors larger than known currently. Our result identifies the

problem of establishing strong lower bounds for the size of the largest prime factors

of (Mersenne type) numbers r t - 1 as the current barrier for further progress on LDC

constructions via the point removal method.

3.1 Attaining subexponential length requires a nice

sequence

Point removal method. We start with a high-level review of our construction of



LDCs via point removal that was earlier given in chapter 2. There have been two steps

to the construction. First, in propositions 2.19 and 2.20, we argued that every subset

S of a finite field Fq that exhibits two properties (namely, t combinatorial niceness

and k algebraic niceness) yields a family of k-query locally decodable codes of length

exp(nl/t). Next we came up with a specific set that is simultaneously combinatorially

and algebraically nice. Let P(m) denote the largest prime factor of an integer m. In

lemmas 2.22 and 2.32, we argued that for a prime r such that p = P(rt - 1) > rYt , the

multiplicative subgroup of Fp generated by r (that we denote by (r)) is simultaneously

t combinatorially nice and k(y) algebraically nice. A combination of the two steps

above led to theorems 2.39 and 2.41, saying that every number of the form r t - 1 that

has a polynomially large prime factor gives rise to a family of short locally decodable

codes. Instantiating theorem 2.39 with the largest known Mersenne prime we got

three query binary codes of length exp(n 1/32,5 8 2,657) presenting a vast improvement

upon the earlier work.

Point removal and bounds for P(r t - 1). Given the magnitude of our im-

provements it is natural to ask if the same technique could lead to even shorter codes.

Specifically, one could ask whether it is possible to use the same ideas to obtain fami-

lies of k-query codes of length exp(n') for some fixed k and all e > 0. In theorems 2.40

and 2.42 we identified the number theoretic claim that we need to get such codes via

the sets (r) c TFp. Specifically, we argued that we need a theorem saying that for some

y > 0 and for some prime r there exist infinitely many t such that P( 2t - 1) > 2 ft .

Unfortunately, proving such a strong lower bound on the size of the largest prime

factors of Mersenne type numbers is far beyond what number theorists can do nowa-

days. Lower bounds for P(rt - 1) have received a considerable amount of attention,

especially in the case of r = 2 [Sch62, Ste74, ES76, Ste77, MWOO, MP04, FLS07].

The strongest result to date is due to Stewart [Ste77]. It says that for all integers t

ignoring a set of asymptotic density zero, and for all functions e(t) > 0 where e(t)



tends to zero monotonically and arbitrarily slowly:

P(2t - 1) > e(t)t (log t)2 / log log t. (3.1)

Although the bound (3.1) may seem extremely weak in light of the conjecture saying

that the number of Mersenne primes is infinite there are no better bounds known

to hold for infinitely many values of t, unless one is willing to accept some number

theoretic conjectures [MWOO, MP04].

Our results. In this chapter we show that the need for stronger lower bounds

for P(r t - 1) arises not because of the poor choice of the set S = (r) C FP but

rather is essential to the whole point removal method. Specifically we show that if

for some prime r, constant k and every e > 0 one can pick a finite field F and a set

S C F* to (unconditionally) obtain a family of k-query LDCs of length exp(n ") via

proposition 2.20; then for infinitely many t we have

P(rt - 1) (t/2)1+1/(k -2). (3.2)

To get a feeling whether the bound above represents a serious barrier to further

progress on upper bounds for LDCs via point removal, note that in case r = 2

the bound (3.2) is substantially stronger than what is currently known uncondition-

ally (3.1) (for any k > 3).

We now introduce the notion of a k-nice sequence of subsets of finite fields.

Definition 3.1 Let r be a prime. We say that a sequence {Si C F* }J> of subsets

of finite fields is k-nice over F, if every Si is k algebraically nice over Fr and t(i)

combinatorially nice, for some integer-valued monotonically increasing function t.

It is easy to verify that one needs to exhibit a sequence that is k-nice over F, in order

to obtain k-query r-ary LDCs of length exp(n") for some fixed k and every e > 0 via

proposition 2.20.



In what follows we show how the existence of a k-nice sequence over Fr implies

that infinitely many numbers rt - 1 have large prime factors. Recall that Cr denotes

the set of p-th roots of unity in IFr. Also recall our notion of a nontrivial k-dependence:

there is a nontrivial k-dependence in C? if there exist {(Ci}i[k] C Cr and {Ua}ie[k] C IFr

such that Eji ui = 0 and Ei ai - 0.

Our argument proceeds in two steps. In section 3.2 we show that a k-nice sequence

over Fr yields an infinite sequence of primes {pi}i> 1, where every CrP contains a

nontrivial k-dependence. In sections 3.3 and 3.4 we show that C? contains a nontrivial

short dependence only if p is a large factor of a number rt - 1.

3.2 A nice sequence yields short dependencies be-

tween p-th roots

Our argument in this section comes in three steps. In subsection 3.2.1 we study

algebraically nice subsets of IF. In subsection 3.2.2 we study combinatorially nice

subsets of Fq. Finally in subsection 3.2.3 we show how an interplay between the

structural properties of algebraically and combinatorially nice subsets translates nice

sequences over Fr into infinite families of primes p with short non-trivial dependencies

in CrP.

3.2.1 Algebraically nice subsets of F*

We start with a review of the definition of algebraic niceness (definition 2.16). A

subset SC FC is called k algebraically nice over Fr if there exist maps So, Si from Fq to

Fr such that supp(So) 0: 0, supp(Si) • k, E•CFq Si(A) : 0, and for all a E Fq, O E S:

E So(c +,3A)S 1(A) #0.
AEFq



The last constraint can be equivalently formulated as: for all a E Fq and P E S:

E So(A)S1((A - a)0-1) # 0. (3.3)
AEFq

To proceed we need some notation. Consider a a finite field Fq = Fpi, where

p is prime. Fix a basis el,..., e of Fq over F,. In what follows we often write

(al,..., al) E Fp to denote a = E1= 1 ajei E Fq. Let r be a prime. Let R denote

the ring Fr[xl,...,xl]/(x- 1,... ,xf- 1). For a = (al,...,a,) E Fq we write xz to

denote the monomial xT .. .xz  E R. Consider a natural one to one correspondence

between maps S1 : Fq - Fr and polynomials Os1 (xl,..., x) E R.

AEFq

It is easy to see that for all maps S1 : F, F, and for all fixed a E Fq, E F :

=W-W0 7... , xi) j S1((A - a) )x =
AEFq (3.4)

Z S1(A)Xap + O = x-- .. x"SI(\/)(X).1,.. . XI).
AEFq

Let F be a family of maps Fq -- IFr. It is straightforward to verify that a map

So : Fq -- Fr satisfies EF•q So(A)S 1 (A) = 0, for every S1 E F if and only if so

belongs to L', where L is the linear subspace of R spanned by {s 1 }slEr -

Combining the last observation with formulae (3.3) and (3.4) we conclude that a

set S C F* is k algebraically nice over Fr if and only if there exists a map S 1 : F, IFr

such that supp(Si) < k, E S(A) $/ 0, and the ideal generated by polynomials
AcEFq

{ s,(A/p) x 1ps} is a proper ideal of R.

Note that polynomials {f.,..., fh} generate a proper ideal in R if an only if

polynomials {fl,... ,fh, X- 1,... , - 1} generate a proper ideal in IF,[xl,. . ., ].

Also note that a family of polynomials generates a proper ideal in Fr [xl,... , xz] if and

only if it generates a proper ideal in Fr.[xl,... ,xI]. Now an application of Hilbert's

Nullstellensatz [CL096, p. 168] implies that a set S C F* is k algebraically nice



over Fr if and only if there exists a map S1 : qF, I ]Fr, with supp(Si) < k and

E S1(A) # 0, such that the polynomials {(sl(A/l)p) and {x - 1}l<i<l have a
AEFq

common root in Fr.

Lemma 3.2 Let IF, = Fp, where p is prime. Suppose Fq contains a subset that is

nonempty and k algebraically nice over F'; then there exists a nontrivial k dependence

in Cp .

Proof: Assume S C Fq is nonempty and k algebraically nice over F,. The dis-

cussion above implies that there exists a map S1 ' Fq --+ F, such that supp(Si) 5 k,

AEIFq S1(A) -$ 0 and all polynomials { Sl(A/0)}{ es} vanish at some (1, ... , ) E

(Cr)1 . Fix an arbitrary 0o e S, and note that C? is closed under multiplication.

Thus,

S1 )(A/po)( 1, ... ) = 0 (3.5)

yields a nontrivial k dependence in Cp. U

Note that lemma 3.2 does not suffice to prove that a k-nice sequence { Si C F }i>

over Fr yields infinitely many primes p with short nontrivial k dependencies in Cp.

We need to argue that the set {charqFq} i> can not be finite.

To proceed, we need some more notation. Recall that q = pl and p is prime. For

X E IFq let Tr(x) = x + ... + xp -1 E 'F, denote the trace of x. For E IF,, c C we

call the set 7r,,c = {x E Fq I Tr(Qyx) = c} a proper affine hyperplane of F,.

Lemma 3.3 Let Fq = Fpz, where p is prime. Suppose S C IF* is k algebraically nice

over 'Fr; then there exist h < pk proper affine hyperplanes {l-yr,cr}I<r<h of 'Fq such
h

that S c U 7r7,cr.
r=l

Proof: Discussion preceding lemma 3.2 implies that there exists a map S1 : Fq -- Fr

with supp(Si) 5 k and E-F, S 1(A) # 0 such that all polynomials {(s 1 (A/)) IpEs)
vanish at some ((1,... , ) E (CP) . Let C be a generator of C,. For every 1 < i < 1



pick Wi E ZP such that (i = ("i. Let T = {T E Fq I Si(T) O}. Put T = {T1, .. . , Tk}.

Clearly, k' < k. For every 3 E S, s,1 (xl/)((1,. ., ) = 0 yields

SS(A/P)(I =1 "o = 0. (3.6)
A=(Al,..., I)EOT

Observe that for fixed values {wi}l<is< E Zp the map D(A) = Z= 1 A~iwi is a linear

map from Fq to F,. It is not hard to prove that every such map can be expressed as

D(A) = Tr(6A) for an appropriate choice of 6 E Fq. Therefore we can rewrite (3.6) as

SS1 (A//3)(T() = Si(7)(T(~6P ) = 0. (3.7)
A•iET -ET

Let W = {(w, ... ,wk,) E Zp' I Si(T1)~'W + ... + S1(Tk,)( Wk' = 0} denote the set of

exponents of k'-dependencies between powers of (. Clearly, IWI 5 pk. Identity (3.7)

implies that every 3 E S satisfies

Tr((6-71)) = w1,

(3.8)

Tr((6,k)p) = wk';

for an appropriate choice of (wl,..., Wk,) E W Note that the all-zeros vector does not

lie in W since E,,T Si(r) = -AEIFq SI(A) = 0. Therefore at least one of the identities

in (3.8) has a non-zero right-hand side, and defines a proper affine hyperplane of qF,.

Collecting one such hyperplane for every element of W we get a family of WIJ proper

affine hyperplanes containing every element of S. U

3.2.2 Combinatorially nice subsets of F*

Lemma 3.3 gives us some insight into the structure of algebraically nice subsets of

Fq,. Our next goal is to develop an insight into the structure of combinatorially nice

subsets. We start by reviewing some relations between tensor and dot products of

vectors. For vectors u E F' and v E IF' let u ® v E IF" denote the tensor product of



u and v. Coordinates of u 0 v are labelled by all possible elements of [m] x [n] and

(u 9 v)i0j = uivj. Also, let u®l denote the 1-the tensor power of u and u o v denote the

concatenation of u and v. The following identity is standard. For any u, x E F ' and

v,y E IFq

(u v,x y)= Z UiVjXiYj ) Uixi = (u,x)(v,y). (3.9)

In what follows we need a generalization of identity (3.9). Let f(xl,..., x) =
i i

Ei cixl 1... h h be a polynomial in Fq[xl,..., Xh]. Given f we define f E F,[,... , Xh]

by f = i x 1 ... xhh , i.e., we simply set all nonzero coefficients of f to 1. For vectors

ul,..., Uh in F' define

(Ul,..U )= o, ci ... ® sU (3.10)

Note that to obtain f(u l ,..., Uh) we replaced products in f by tensor products and

addition by concatenation. Clearly, f(ul,... , Uh) is a vector whose length may be

larger than m.

Claim 3.4 For every f E Fq[Z1,...,Xh] and ul,..., ,Uh, V11,..., Vh E F :

(f(ul,..., Uh), f(v1, ... , vh)) = f((U1, vi),... (Uh, ( h, v)). (3.11)

Proof: Let u = (ul,...,Uh) and v = (Vi,..., Vh). Observe that if (3.11) holds for

polynomials fi and f 2 defined over disjoint sets of monomials then it also holds for

f = fl+ f2:

(f(u), f(v)) = ((fi + f2)(u),(fl + f2)(v)) = (f(u) O f2(u), f1(v)o f2(v))=

fi ((Ul, VI), . . ., (Uh, Vh)) + f2 ((U1,VI), - -- (Uh, Vh)) = f ((U1, V), - , (Uh, Vh)) -

Therefore it suffices to prove (3.11) for monomials f = czX ... Xg. It remains to

notice identity (3.11) for monomials f = cx"' . . x. h follows immediately from for-

mula (3.9) using induction on ECh, h i. U



The next lemma bounds combinatorial niceness of certain subsets of IF*.

Lemma 3.5 Let Fq = Fp, where p is prime. Let S C F*. Suppose there exist h
h

proper affine hyperplanes {1Yr,cr,}1<r<h of 1Fq such that S C U ~ry,,c,; then S is at
r=l

most h(p - 1) combinatorially nice.

Proof: Assume S is t combinatorially nice. This implies that for some c > 0 and

every m there exist two n = LcmtJ-sized collections of vectors {Ui}ie[n] and {vi}iE[n]

in F', such that:

* For all i E[n], (ui, v)= 0;

* For all i,j E [n] such that i / j, (uj, vi) E S.

For a vector u E F' and integer e let ue denote a vector resulting from raising every

coordinate of u to the power e. For every i E [n] and r E [h] define vectors u(r) and

v(r) in IF by

ur) = (7rui) o (yrui)P o ... o (Trui)"-1  and V¶r) = vi o 0... o e -1. (3.12)

Note that for every rli,r 2 E [h], ri) = v2). It is straightforward to verify that for

every i,j E [n] and r c [h]:

(3 r) r),  = Tr (Y, (uj, vi)). (3.13)

Combining (3.13) with the fact that S is covered by proper affine hyperplanes {W·rr,cr }r[h]

we conclude that

* For all i E [n] and r E [h], (u• ,  )) = 0;

* For all i, j E [n] such that i j, there exists r E [hi such that (u~r) ) E F.

Pick g(xi,... ,Xh) e F,[x1 ,... ,Xh to be a homogeneous degree h polynomial such

that for a = (al,..., ah) E Fhp : g(a) = 0 if and only if a is the all-zeros vector. The

existence of such a polynomial g follows from [LN83, Example 6.7]. Set f = gp-.



Note that for a E ~h f(a) = 0 if a is the all-zeros vector, and f(a) = 1 otherwise.

For all i E [n] define

S=f .., u oh(1) and ... f 1) o (-1). (3.14)

Note that f and f are homogeneous degree (p- 1)h polynomials in h variables. There-

fore (3.10) implies that for all i vectors u and vi have length m' h(P-1)h(ml)(p- 1)h+1.

Combining identities (3.14) and (3.11) and using the properties of dot products be-

tween vectors u( r ) and jv () discussed above we conclude that for every m there

exist two n = [cmtJ-sized collections of vectors {u'}iE[nl and {v}i},[n] in F"', such

that:

* For all i E [n], (u, v,) = -1;

* For all i,j E [n] such that i - j, (uj, vi) = 0.

Notice that a family of vectors with such properties exists only if n < m', i.e.,

Lcmti < h(P- )h(ml)(p- 1)h + 1.

Given that we can pick m to be arbitrarily large, this implies that t < (p - 1)h. U

3.2.3 Summary

The next lemma presents the main result of this section.

Lemma 3.6 Let r be a prime. Suppose there exists a k-nice sequence over Fr; then

for infinitely many primes p there exists a nontrivial k dependence in CP .

Proof: Assume { Si C F*, }i,1 is a k-nice sequence over F,. Let p be a fixed prime.

Combining lemmas 3.3 and 3.5 we conclude that every subset S C IF* that is k

algebraically nice over Fr is at most (p - 1)pk combinatorially nice. Note that our

bound on combinatorial niceness is independent of 1. Therefore there are only finitely

many extensions of the field FB in the sequence {Fq}i>,, , and the set P = {char]Fq,}i>l



is infinite. It remains to notice that according to lemma 3.2 for every p I P there

exists a nontrivial k dependence in CP. U

In what follows we present necessary conditions for the existence of nontrivial k

dependencies in C0. We treat the k = 3 case separately since in that case we can use

a specialized argument to derive a slightly stronger conclusion.

3.3 k-dependencies between p-th roots: a neces-

sary condition

Lemma 3.7 Let p and r be primes. Suppose there exists a nontrivial k dependence

in CP; then

ordp(r) < 2pl-1/(k- 1).  (3.15)

Proof: Let {(f}ie[k] C CP and {ai}ie[k] C F, be such that -ie[k] aii = 0 and

Eie[k] ai 0 O. Let t = ordp(r). Note that CP C F,t. Note also that all elements of C'

other than the multiplicative identity are proper elements of F,.. Therefore for every

( E CP where ( $ 1 and every nonzero f(x) E F, [x] such that deg f 5 t - 1 we have:

f(0) 0.
By multiplying Ek aiu( = 0 through by •-1, we may reduce to the case (k = 1.

Let ( be the generator of C0. For every i E [k - 1] pick wi E Zp such that i = •"i.

We now have E•~71 i(u" + ok = 0. Set h = [(t - 1)/2]. Consider the (k - 1)-tuples:

(mw +i1,...,mwk-1 +ik) Zk- 1, for mE Zp and Zi,...,ik-1 E [0, h]. (3.16)

Suppose two of these coincide, say

(mrnw + i, ..., mwk-1 + ik-1) = (m'w 1 + 4, ... ,m  k-1 + k-1)

with(m, il,...,ik-1) (',,. .k- 1). Set n = m-m' and j = i'-i for 1 [k-1].

We now have

(nw1,. ..,nwk-1) = (jl, . ,j k-1)



with -h < jl,... ,jk-1 < h. Observe that n f 0, and thus it has a multiplicative

inverse g E Zp. Consider a polynomial

P(z) = zjl+ h + ...+ k-1zj k-l + h + UkZ h E IF [Z].

Note that degP < 2h < t - 1. Note also that P(1) h 0 and P(C9) = 0. The latter

identity contradicts the fact that (9 is a proper element of Frt.This contradiction

implies that all (k - 1)-tuples in (3.16) are distinct. This yields

k- 1

which is equivalent to (3.15). U

3.4 3-dependencies between p-th roots: a neces-

sary condition

In this section we slightly strengthen lemma 3.7 in the special case when k = 3. Our

argument is loosely inspired by the Agrawal-Kayal-Saxena deterministic primality

test [AKSO4].

Lemma 3.8 Let p and r be primes. Suppose there exists a nontrivial three depen-

dence in CP; then

ordp(2) < ((4/3)p) 1/2 . (3.17)

Proof: Let {f}iE[3] C CP and {ai}iE[3] C Fr be such that EiE[3] a( = 0 and

ie[ 31 oi = 0. Let t = ordp(r). Note that CP c_ Ft. Note also that all elements of CrP

other than the multiplicative identity are proper elements of Frt. Therefore for every

E Crp where ( # 1 and every nonzero f(x) E Fr,[x] such that deg f < t - 1 we have:

f(0) = 0.

Without loss of generality assume al 7 0, a3 = -1, and (3 = 1. Observe that

a1(1 + a 2 ( 2 = 1 implies (ar•u(C1- + 2) = 1. Put ( = (12 •. Note that ( -1 (since



EiE[ 3] aoi 0) and (, al( + a 2 E CPr. Consider the products ri,j = (i( 1l( + a2)j E C?

for 0 < i, j < t - 1. Note that 7rij, 7rk,l cannot be the same if i > k and 1 > j, as then

i-k _ (a + 2)1-j = 0,

but the left side has degree less than t. In other words, if ri,j = 7rk,l and (i, j) #

(k, 1), then the pairs (i, j) and (k, 1) are comparable under termwise comparison. In

particular, either (k, 1) = (i + a, j + b) or (i, j) = (k + a, 1 + b) for some pair (a, b) with

7 ra,b = 1.

We next check that there cannot be two distinct nonzero pairs (a, b), (a', b') with

7 ra,b = 7ra,b' = 1. As above, these pairs must be comparable; we may assume without

loss of generality that a < a', b < b'. The equations 7ra,b = 1 and ra',-a,b'-b = 1 force

a + b > t and (a' - a) + (b' - b) > t, so a' + b' > 2t. But a', b' t - 1, contradiction.

If there is no nonzero pair (a, b) with 0 < a, b < t - 1 and Fa,b = 1, then all

,rij are distinct, so p > t2. Otherwise, as above, the pair (a, b) is unique, and the

pairs (i, j) with 0 < i, j < t - 1 and (i, j) 2 (a, b) are pairwise distinct. The number

of pairs excluded by the condition (i, j) 2 (a, b) is (t - a)(t - b); since a + b > t,

(t - a)(t - b) < t2 /4. Hence p > t 2 - t 2 /4 = 3t 2/4 as desired. U

3.5 Summary

In section 3.1 we argued that in order to use the point removal method to obtain

k-query locally decodable codes of length exp(n') over Fr for some fixed k and all

E > 0, one needs to exhibit a sequence of subsets of finite fields that is k-nice over

Fr. In what follows we use technical results of the previous sections to show that the

existence of a k-nice sequence over Fr implies that infinitely many Mersenne type

numbers rt - 1 have large prime factors.

Theorem 3.9 Let r be a prime. Suppose there exists a sequence of subsets of finite



fields that is k-nice over Fr; then for infinitely many values of t we have

P(rt - 1) Ž (t/2 )1+1/(k2). (3.18)

Proof: Using lemmas 3.6 and 3.7 we conclude that a k-nice sequence yields infinitely

many primes p such that ordP(r) • 2 p 1- 1/(k - 1). Let p be such a prime and t = ordp(r).

Then P(rt - 1) > (t/2)1 +1/(k-2).

A combination of lemmas 3.6 and 3.8 yields a slightly stronger bound for the special

case of 3-nice sequences.

Theorem 3.10 Let r be a prime. Suppose there exists a sequence of subsets of finite

fields that is three nice over IF; then for infinitely many values of t we have

P(2 t - 1) Ž (3/4)t 2.  (3.19)

We would like to remind the reader that although (in case r = 2) the lower

bounds for P(r t -1) given by (3.18) and (3.19) are extremely weak light of the widely

accepted conjecture saying that the number of Mersenne primes is infinite, they are

substantially stronger than what is currently known unconditionally (3.1).

3.6 Conclusions

Our result in this chapter shows that any attempts to obtain locally decodable codes

of length exp(n') for some fixed query complexity and all e > 0 via the point removal

method (i.e., via proposition 2.20) require progress on an old number theory problem.

Therefore obtaining such codes using this technique seems unlikely in the near future.

Our result can be used to direct the efforts of researchers looking for better con-

structions of locally decodable codes. Specifically, the author hopes [YekO6, section 7]

that although point removal in finite fields has reached a solid barrier, there still may

be room for further progress via generalizations of the point removal idea to suitably

chosen finite commutative rings.



Chapter 4

Private information retrieval

In this chapter we study the communication complexity of private information re-

trieval schemes and obtain both upper and lower bounds. The chapter consists of

two uneven parts.

The first part of the chapter (section 4.2) deals with upper bounds. We use the

point removal method from chapter 2 to obtain a new generation of PIR schemes.

Our constructions yield tremendous improvements for communication complexity of

schemes involving three or more servers.

Sections 4.3-4.5 constitute the second (lower bounds) part of this chapter. In

section 4.3 we introduce a new restricted (bilinear group-based) model of two server

PIR. Our model is fairly broad and captures all currently known two server schemes.

In section 4.4 we obtain a tight lower bound for communication complexity of bilinear

group-based PIR schemes. Finally, in section 4.5 we discuss possible interpretations

of our lower bound.

4.1 Preliminaries

We model the database by an n-long r-ary string. A k-server PIR scheme involves

k servers S1,... ,Sk each holding the same the database x E [r]n, and user U who

knows n and wants to retrieve some value xi, i c [n], without revealing the value of



i. We restrict our attention to one round information-theoretic PIR protocols. Below

is a formal definition of a PIR scheme.

Definition 4.1 A k-server PIR protocol is a triplet of non-uniform algorithms P =

(Q, A, C). We assume that each algorithm is given n as an advice. At the beginning of

the protocol, the user U tosses random coins and obtains a random string rand. Next

U invokes Q(i, rand) to generate a k-tuple of queries (quel,... , quek). For j E [k], U

sends quej to Sj. Each server Sj, j C [k] responds with an answer ans, = A(j, x, quej).

(We assume without loss of generality that servers are deterministic.) Finally, U com-

putes its output by applying the reconstruction algorithm C(ans, . . . , ansk, i, rand). A

protocol as above should satisfy the following requirements:

* Correctness : For any n, x E [r]n and i E [n], U outputs the correct value of

xi with probability 1 (where the probability is over the random strings rand).

* Privacy : Each server individually learns no information about i. More pre-

cisely, we require that for any n and for any j E [k], the distributions quej (i, rand)

are identical for all values i E [n].

The communication complexity of a PIR protocol 7, is a function of n measuring

the total number of bits communicated between the user and the servers, maximized

over all choices of x E [r]n , i E [n], and random inputs.

In the special case when r is a prime power and the elements of the alphabet [r]

are in one to one correspondence with the elements of the finite field Fr, it makes

sense to talk about linear private information retrieval schemes [GKST02]. A linear

PIR scheme is a PIR scheme, where the answer function A(j, x, quej) is linear in x

over Fr, for arbitrary fixed values of j and quej. In other words, every coordinate of

an answer is a certain linear combination of the database values.

4.2 From LDCs to PIRs

In this section we present our improvements of upper bounds for communication

complexity of private information retrieval.



Our improvements follow via a (relatively simple) reduction that turns the con-

structions of locally decodable codes presented in chapter 2 into constructions of PIR

schemes. Note that there are known generic procedures [KTOO] to convert LDCs into

PIRs. However a simple application of such a procedure to our LDCs would either

yield a PIR protocol with perfect privacy, but small probability of error, or a PIR

protocol with perfect correctness and some slight privacy leakage. Fortunately, it is

possible to achieve both perfect privacy and perfect correctness simultaneously via a

specially designed argument.

We now turn to lemma 2.17 that is the core lemma of chapter 2 translating nice

subsets of finite fields to codes, and show how a minor modification to the proof of

that lemma allows us to build PIR schemes from nice sets. Before we proceed we

slightly strengthen the definition of combinatorially nice sets.

Definition 4.2 Let q be a prime power. A set S C FI is called (m, n) normally

combinatorially nice if there exist two families of vectors {ul,..., un}, {v 1 ,..., vn}

and a vector e in FT, such that

* For all i E [n], (ui, vi) = 0;

* For all i,j E [n] such that if j, (uj, vi) E S;

* For all i E [n], (ui, e) $ 0.

Clearly, every normally combinatorially nice set is combinatorially nice. The converse

also holds for all specific combinatorially nice sets that have been considered in this

thesis. Our only construction of combinatorially nice sets is given by lemma 2.21.

It is straightforward to verify that the all-ones vector e E F' is non-orthogonal to

every vector ui considered in that lemma. Our proof of lemma 4.3 assumes reader's

familiarity with the proof of lemma 2.17. We write log z to denote the logarithm

base 2.

Lemma 4.3 Let q be a prime power and r be a prime. Assume S c F* is simulta-

neously (m, n) normally combinatorially nice, and k algebraically nice over Fr. The



set S yields a one round F,-linear k-server PIR scheme with questions of bit length

m log q and answers of bit length q log r that allows private retrieval of coordinate

values from an r-ray database of length n.

Proof: In the preprocessing stage the servers encode the database x with a k query

locally decodable code C from lemma 2.17. We are going to use the notation from

that lemma. Recall that the coordinates of C(x) are in one to one correspondence

with points in F'. In order to decode xi the user has to query supp(S1) locations

{w + Avi I A : S1(A) # 0} for some w E Ti, where Ti is the union of certain cosets of

the hyperplane {y E Fm I (ui, y) = 0}. Unlike the LDC setup in the PIR setup the

user can not pick w E Ti uniformly at random and then query locations {w + Avi I A:

SI(A) # 0} from supp(S1) different servers, since in such case the servers would

observe the uniform distribution on Ti rather than the uniform distribution on F1.

Here is our way to go around this problem.

Let e E ]F be such that (ui, e) • 0 for all i E [n]. Thus for every i E [n] and

every w E Fm there is some yo 6E q such that w + y 0e E Ti. The user picks w E Fq

uniformly at random and (simultaneously) asks q supp(Si)-tuples of queries of the

from {w + ye + Avi I A : Si(A) = 0} for all y E Fq. For every supp(Si)-tuple and for

every j E [Supp(Si)] the query number j goes to server Sj. (Note that in order to ask

all those queries the user needs to communicate only a single point in Fm to each of

the servers.) It is easy to verify that in such case each server individually observes a

uniform distribution independent of i, while the user always successfully reconstructs

xi from one of the supp(S 1)-tuples of queries. U

Recall that we have two definitions of combinatorial niceness. One involving two pa-

rameters (definition 2.14) and the other involving a single parameter (definition 2.15).

Similarly, we would like to have two definitions of normal combinatorial niceness.

Therefore we define a set S C Fq to be t normally combinatorially nice, if there ex-

ists a constant c > 0 such that for all positive integers m, S is (m, [cmtJ]) normally

combinatorially nice.

Below is a variant of lemma 4.3 involving a single parameter definition of normal



combinatorial niceness. The proof is essentially identical to the proof of proposi-

tion 2.20 and is omitted.

Lemma 4.4 Let q be a prime power and r be a prime. Assume S C ]F* is simulta-

neously t normally combinatorially nice, and k algebraically nice over F,. For every

database length n, the set S yields a one round F,-linear k-server PIR scheme with

questions of bit length O(nl/t) and answers of bit length 0(1).

In what follows we use our constructions of normally combinatorially nice and

algebraically nice sets from sections 2.5 and 2.6 together with lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 to

construct efficient PIR schemes.

In section 4.2.1 we present our results for the narrow case of three server binary

PIR schemes. First we show that given a single Mersenne prime p = 2t - 1 one can

design three server binary PIRs with O(nl/(t+1)) communication to access an n-bit

database, for every n. Secondly we use the achievements of the centuries-old study of

Mersenne primes, and present vast explicit improvements upon the earlier work.

In section 4.2.2 we present the general form our our results. We show that if r is a

prime and rt - 1 has a polynomially large prime factor p > r't; then for every database

length n there exists a k(y)-server r-ary PIR scheme with O(n'/(t+1)) communication.

The number of servers in our schemes depends on the size of the largest prime factor

of rt - 1, and the communication complexity depends on the size of rt - 1 itself. The

larger is the largest prime factor the smaller is the number of servers. The larger is

rt - 1 the smaller is the communication complexity.

4.2.1 Improved upper bounds for 3-server binary PIRs

Combining lemma 4.4 with lemmas 2.22 and 2.30 we conclude that every Mersenne

prime p = 2t - 1 yields a family of 3-server PIRs with O(nl/t) communication.

Theorem 4.5 Let p = 2t - 1 be a fixed Mersenne prime. For every database length

n there exists a three server binary PIR protocol with questions of length 0 (n i /t ) and

answers of length 0(1).



A generic balancing technique of [CGKS98, section 4.3] allows to convert any PIR

protocol with O(nl/t) long questions and 0(1) long answers into a new PIR protocol

with O(nl/(t+l)) total communication. Such a conversion yields

Theorem 4.6 Let p = 2t - 1 be a fixed Mersenne prime. For every database length

n there exists a three server binary PIR protocol with 0 (nl/ (t+l)) communication.

Plugging the value of the largest known Mersenne prime p = 232,582,657 - 1 into

theorem 4.6, we conclude

Theorem 4.7 For every database length n there exists a three server binary PIR

protocol with communication complexity of 0 (n 1/ 32,582,658) .

The next two theorems capture the asymptotic parameters of our PIR schemes under

the number-theoretic assumptions. Both theorems follow easily by a combination

of lemma 4.3 with lemmas 2.22 and 2.30 using the arguments that are essentially

identical to the proofs of theorems 2.36 and 2.38.

Theorem 4.8 Suppose that the number of Mersenne primes is infinite; then for in-

finitely many database lengths n there exists a three server binary PIR protocol with

communication complexity of no(liogn).

Theorem 4.9 Let e be a positive constant. Suppose the conjecture 2.37 regarding

the density of Mersenne primes holds; then for every database length n there exists a

three server binary PIR protocol with communication complexity of no (•oi-°o_10)

4.2.2 Improved upper bounds for general PIRs

For an integer m let P(m) denote the largest prime factor of m. Our first theorem

gets 3-server r-ary PIRs from numbers m = rt- 1 with prime factors larger than

m 3/4.The proof is essentially identical to the proof of theorem 2.39 and comes by

combining lemmas 4.4, 2.22 and 2.31.

Theorem 4.10 Let r be a prime. Suppose P(rt - 1) > r0.75 t ; then for every database

length n there exists a three server r-ary PIR protocol with questions of length 0 (n /t)

and answers of length 0(1).



Theorem 4.10 immediately yields:

Theorem 4.11 Let r be a prime. Suppose for infinitely many t we have P(rt - 1) >

r0.75 t; then for every e > 0 there exists a family of three server r-ary PIR protocols

with questions of length 0 (nut) and answers of length 0(1).

The next theorem gets PIR schemes involving a constant number of servers from

numbers m = rt - 1 with prime factors larger than ml for every value of 7. The

proof is essentially identical to the proof of theorem 2.41 and comes by combining

lemmas 4.4, 2.22 and 2.32.

Theorem 4.12 Let r be a prime. For every y > 0 there exists an integer k = k(Q, r)

such that the following implication holds. Suppose P(r t - 1) > r-t; then for every

database length n there exists a k server r-ary PIR protocol with questions of length

O (nl/t) and answers of length 0(1).

As an immediate corollary we get:

Theorem 4.13 Let r be a prime. Suppose for some y > 0 and infinitely many t we

have P(rt - 1) > ryt; then there is a fixed k such that for every e > 0 there exists a

family of k server r-ary PIR protocols with questions of length 0 (nl/t) and answers

of length 0(1).

4.3 A combinatorial view of two server PIR

This section begins the second (lower bounds) part of chapter 4. We introduce a new

combinatorial interpretation of two server PIR, and identify the models of bilinear

PIR and bilinear group based PIR.

We start with some definitions.

Definition 4.14 A generalized Latin square Q = GLS[n,T] is a square matrix of

size T by T over the alphabet [n] U {*}, such that:

* For every i E [n] and j E [T], there exists a unique k E [T] such that Qjk = i;



* For every i E [n] and j E [T], there exists a unique k E [T] such that Qkj = i.

In particular, every row (or column) of a GLS[n, T] contains precisely (T - n)

stars. We call the ratio n/T the density of a generalized Latin square. It is easy to

see that generalized Latin squares of density 1 are simply Latin squares.

Let Q = GLS[n, T], and let a: [n] --- [r] be an arbitrary map. By Q, we denote

a matrix of size T by T over the alphabet [r] U {*}, which is obtained from Q by

replacing every non-star entry i in Q by a(i). We say that a matrix C E [r]TxT is a

completion of Q, if Cij = (Q,)ij whenever (Q,)ij E [r].

For matrices C C [r]cxc and A E [r] zx1 we say that C reduces to A if there exist

two maps rl : [c] -+ [1] and r2 : [c] -* [1] such that for any j, k E [c] : Cjk = A (j),72(k).

Note that we do not impose any restrictions on maps 7r and 7r2, in particular c can

be larger then 1.

Definition 4.15 Let Q = GLS[n, T], and A E [r]zx1 . We say that A covers Q, (no-

tation Q --+ A) if for every a : [n] -- [r], there exists a completion C of Q&, such that

C reduces to A.

Theorem 4.16 The following two implications are valid:

* A pair Q --- A, where Q = GLS[n, T], A E [r]lx", yields a two server r-ary PIR

protocol with communication log T from U to each Sj and communication log 1

from Sj's back to U.

* A two server r-ary PIR protocol with queries of length t(n) and answers of

length a(n), where the user tosses at most T(n) random coins yields a pair

Q -+ A, where Q = GLS [n, nrt(n)+-(n)] , and A is a r-ary square matrix of size

nrt(n)+a(n)

Proof: We start with the first part. We assume that matrix A is known to all

parties U, S and S2. At the preprocessing stage, servers use the database x E [r]n

to define the map a : [n] -+ [r], setting a(i) d . Also, they find an appropriate



completion C, and fix maps 7r1 : [T] -- [1) and 7r2 : [T] -+ [1], such for all j, k

Cjk = A 1(j),7 2 (k). Next, the following protocol is executed.

It is straightforward to verify that the protocol above is private, since a uniformly

random choice of a location j, k such that Qjk = i, induces uniformly random indi-

vidual distributions on j and on k. Correctness follows from the fact that C reduces

to A. Total communication is given by 2(log T + log 1).

Now we proceed to the second part. Consider a two server protocol P = (Q, A, C).

First we show that one can modify P to obtain a new PIR protocol P' = (Q', A', C'),

such that C' depends only on ans' and ans', but not on i or rand. The transformation

is simple:

* First Q' obtains a random string rand and invokes Q(i, rand) to generate

(quel, que2 ). Next Q' tosses log n extra random coins to represent i as a random

sum i = i1 + i2 mod (n), sets que' = quel o il, que2 = que,2 o i2 and sends que'

to S1 and que' to S2.

* For j = 1, 2 A' extracts quej from que', runs A on (j, x, quej) and returns

ans, o que'.

* Finally, C' extracts quel, que2 , ans1 , ans2 and i from ans' and ans'2 and per-

forms a brute force search over all possible random coin tosses of Q to find

some random input rand' such that Q(i, rand') = (quel, que2). C' runs C on

(ansl, ans2, i, rand') and returns the answer. Note that the string rand' may

U : Picks a location j, k in Q such that

Qjk = i uniformly at random.

u•S 2 : k

U 1 : RlX(j)

U S2 (k)Outputs A ),().

U : Outputs A,1(j),1r2(k)-



in fact be different from the string rand however the correctness property of P

implies that even in this case C' outputs the right value.

Now consider the protocol P'. Let Q. denote the range of queries to server j,

and A' denote the range of answers from server . Variable que ranges over Q, and
variable ans' ranges over A'. Let R(que', i) denote the set of random strings rand

that lead to query que' to server j on input i. Formally,

R(que', i) = {rand E [r]' (n) 3 que Q(i, rand) =(que', que)}

R(que', i) {rand E [T(n) 3 que : Q(i, rand) = (que, que) }

Note that the privacy property of the protocol P' implies that the cardinalities of

R(que', i) are independent of i. We denote these cardinalities by rand(que'). It is

easy to see that rand(que') is always an integer between 1 and rT(n). Now we are

ready to define matrices Q and A.

Rows of Q are labelled by pairs (que', sl, s where si c [rand(que')]. Columns of Q

are labelled by pairs (que', S2), where S2 E [rand(que')]. We set Q(que',si),(que,s 2) if

there exists a string rand E R(que', i)0R(que'2, i) such that rand is the string number

s, in R(que'l, i) and the string number S2 in R(qu'2, i) with respect to lexicographic

ordering of these sets; otherwise we set Q(que',s1 ),(que,,s2 )

Consider an arbitrary pair (i, (que', si)), where sl E [rand(que')]. Let rand be the

random string number s1 in lexicographic ordering of R(queL, i). Let Q'(i, rand)

(que', que'2), and let 2 be the number of rand in lexicographic ordering of R(que'2, i).
The column of Q labelled (que'2, 82) is the unique column such that Q(quet,sa),(que ,s 2)

i. Thus we proved that every row of Q contains exactly one entry labelled i. A similar

argument proves this claim for columns. Thus Q is a generalized Latin square.

Now we proceed to matrix A. Rows of A are labelled by possible values of ans',

similarly columns of A are labelled by possible values of ans'. We set Aans,ans =

C'(ans', ans'2). The unspecified entries of A are set arbitrarily. Matrix A defined

above may not be a square, however one can always pad it to a square shape.

It remains to show that Q -- A. Given a map a : [n] -- [r] we consider a database



x, where xi = cr(i). We use protocol P' to define maps rl from the row set of Q to

the row set of A, and 7 2 from the column set of Q to the column set of A. We set

7r1 (que', 81) = A'(1, x, que'l) and 72(que'~ , 2) = A (2, x, que'2). Correctness property

of P' implies that maps rl1 , ir2 reduce certain completion of Q, to A. U

The theorem above represents our combinatorial view of two server PIR protocols.

A PIR protocol is just a pair Q -+ A, where Q is a generalized Latin square and A

is a r-ary matrix. Every PIR protocol can be converted into this form, and in case

the number of user's coin tosses is linear in the query length such conversion does not

affect the asymptotic communication complexity.

4.3.1 Bilinear PIR

The combinatorial interpretation of PIR suggested above views PIR as a problem of

reducing certain special families of matrices to some fixed matrix. A nice example

of a nontrivial matrix where one can say a lot about matrices that reduce to it is a

Hadamard matrix. In what follows we assume that the alphabet size r is a prime

power.

Definition 4.17 A Hadamard matrix Ht is a rt by rt matrix whose rows and columns

are labelled by elements of Ft and matrix cells contain the dot products of the corre-

sponding labels, i.e., (Ht) 1 ,v2 = (v1, v 2).

Lemma 4.18 Let M be a square matrix with entries from Fr; then M reduces to the

Hadamard matrix Ht if and only if the rank of M is at most t.

Proof: Clearly, the rank of Ht is t therefore the rank of any matrix that reduces to

Ht is at most that large. To prove the converse observe that M can be written as a

sum of t matrices M = M 1 +... + Mt, where each Mj is of rank at most one. Let m

be the size of M. For every i E [t] set the i-th coordinate of t long vectors vl,..., vm

u1,...,um so that vi u = Mkk. Now the maps r1 : [m] -- [rt], 7r2 : m] - [rt] defined

by 7r,(j) = vj , 7 2 (k) = uk embed M into Ht. U



The above lemma is important since it allows to reduce the proof that Q - Ht

for some generalized Latin square Q to showing that for every a : [n] + Fr, Q, can

be completed to a low rank matrix.

Definition 4.19 We say that a two server PIR scheme Q -- A is bilinear if A = Ht

for some value of t.

Another way to formulate the above definition is to say that a PIR scheme is

bilinear if U computes the dot product of servers' answers to obtain value of xi.

4.3.2 Group based PIR

Finite groups are a natural source of generalized Latin squares Q = GLS[n, T]. Let

G = {gl,..., gT} be a finite group of size T. Let S = {sl,..., sn} c G be an ordered

subset of G of size n. A generalized Latin square QG,S is a T by T square matrix

whose rows and columns are labelled by elements of G, and Qg1 ,g2 = i if g1g21 = si,

while all other locations contain stars.

When PIR protocol Q - A uses a generalized Latin square Qc,S we say that such

protocol employs a group based secret sharing scheme. Essentially, this means that

given an index i, U maps it to a group element si, represents si as a random product

in the group si = glgj 1 and sends gj to Sj.

The notion of a group based PIR protocol (for that we later prove a lower bound)

is more restrictive. Let M E [r]TxT and G be finite group. Assume that rows and

columns of M are labelled by g9,...,gT. We say that M respects G if for every

91,9 2 , 93, 94 c G such that gig 1 = g3g 1 , we have M1, 2 = M93,94

Definition 4.20 We say that PIR protocol Q M-- A is group based if it employs a

secret sharing scheme based on some group G and for every a : [n] -* F, there exists

a completion C such that C reduces to A and C respects G.

Stated in other words a PIR scheme is group based if servers represent database

by a function on a certain finite group G and the scheme allows user to retrieve the

value of this function at any group element using the natural secret sharing based

on G.



4.4 Complexity of bilinear group based PIR

Consider a bilinear group based PIR scheme Q c-- Ht based on a group G, with

answer length t. Clearly, query length is log IGI. Let A(r, G, t) denote the number of

IGI by IGI matrices over Fr that respect G (for some fixed labelling (gl,..., gT) or

rows and columns) and have rank at most t. It is easy to see that

r n < A(r, G, t), (4.1)

since by lemma 4.18 every database yields such a matrix and distinct databases yield

distinct matrices. In subsection 4.4.2 we obtain an equivalent algebraic definition

for A(r, G, t), and in subsection 4.4.3 we prove an upper bound for A(r, G, t). Our

final result is a constraint on the range of possible values of r, JIG, t. This constraint

implies an Q(n 1/3 ) lower bound for total communication of any bilinear group based

PIR scheme.

4.4.1 Algebraic preliminaries

Our proof relies on some basic notions of representation theory of finite groups. The

standard references for this subject are [Wei03], [Isa76].

Let G = {g, ... , gT} be a finite (not necessarily abelian) group. General linear

group GLt(Fr) is a multiplicative group of all non-degenerate t by t matrices over Fr.

* An F,-representation of G of degree t is an homomorphism q: G --* GLt(Fr).

* A group algebra Fr [G] of G over a field Fr is an algebra over F, consisting of all
T

possible formal linear combinations caigi, ai E Fr. The algebraic operations
i=1

in Fr [G] are defined by:

Saigi + E i0g = (ai +fA)gi;
i i i

/\(1aigi)· i * ((aigj) Fr
i i i,i



* For an algebra A over F,[G], a left A-module is an F,-linear space on which

A acts by left multiplication in such a way that for any mi, m 2 E M and any

a,,3 c F,[G]:

a(ml + m2) = am 1 + am 2;

(a + 3)mi = ami + 3mi;

(a,3)mi =a(oml).

Dimension of a module is its dimension as an F,-linear space. Two A-modules

are called isomorphic if there exists an isomorphism between them as linear

spaces that preserves multiplication by the elements of A.

* There is a one to one correspondence between t dimensional left Fr [G]-modules

M considered up to isomorphism and Fr-representations of G of degree t con-

sidered up to inner automorphisms of the GLt(Fr).

4.4.2 Algebraic formulation

Let A = Fr[G]. For a E A, let rk(a) = dim(Aa), where dim(Aa) is the dimension

of Aa as a linear space over Fr. Consider the regular representation ¢ of G, 0 : G --

GLIGI(Fr), defined by

(1, )) 91,22 = g (4.2)
0, otherwise.

Extend q to A by linearity. Note that ¢ is an injective algebra homomorphism and

that image of 0 is the Fr-algebra R of all matrices that respect G. Observe that for

any M E R,

rkM = dim{M'M I M' E R}. (4.3)

To verify formula (4.3) one needs to notice that the first row of a matrix M' E R can be

arbitrary. Therefore products M'M contain all possible linear combinations of rows

of M as their first row. Also notice that matrices in R are uniquely determined by

their first row. Formula (4.3) follows. It implies an algebraic definition for A(r, G, t) :

A(r, G, t) = #{a c F,[G] I rk(a) < t}. (4.4)



4.4.3 Low dimensional principal ideals in group algebras

Let V be an Fr-linear subspace of A. Left annihilator of V is defined by AnnL(V)

{( e A OV = 0}. Similarly, right annihilator AnnR(V) {P E A I V = 0}.

Clearly, AnnL(V) is a left ideal in A and AnnR(V) is a right ideal in A. Let M

be a left A-module. Kernel of M is defined by Ker(M) {= { E A IM = 0}.

It is straightforward to verify that Ker(M) is a two sided ideal that coincides with

AnnL(M) if M is a left ideal in A.

Lemma 4.21 The number of t-dimensional left A-modules counted up to isomor-

phism is at most r log IGt2

Proof: The fourth bullet from subsection 4.4.1 implies that it suffices to count Fr-

representations of G of degree t. Let gl,..., g, be the set of generators for G, where

s < log IGI. Now we only have to note that every representation " : G --+ GLt(Fr) is

uniquely specified by s matrices 0(gi),..., 0(gs) each of size t by t. N

Clearly, isomorphic modules have identical kernels. Now we show that kernel of a

low dimensional module has high dimension.

Lemma 4.22 Let M be an t-dimensional left A-module; then the dimension of Ker(M)

as an Fr-linear space is at least IGI - t 2.

Proof: Note that multiplication by an element of A induces a linear transformation

of M. Such transformation can be expressed by an t by t matrix. Multiplication by a

linear combination of elements of A corresponds to linear combination of correspond-

ing matrices. Therefore we conclude that dim Ker(M) > IGI - t 2. U

Lemma 4.23 Suppose V is an F,-linear subspace of A; then dim(AnnR(V)) < GI -

dim(V).

Proof: Consider a bilinear map 1 : A 0 A --- Fr, setting 1(x 0 y) equal to the

coefficient of 1 in the expansion of xy in the group basis. Clearly, I has full rank

(since in the group basis 1 is defined by an identity matrix up to a permutation of

columns). However 1(V 0 AnnR(V)) = 0. Thus dim(AnnR(V)) < IGI - dim(V). N



Our main technical result is given by

Theorem 4.24 For arbitrary finite group G and arbitrary values of r and t

A (r, G, t) < rO(lo g JGlt2)

Proof: Let a e A be such that rk(a) < t. Consider Aa as a left A-module. Ker(Aa)

is a two-sided ideal I = AnnL(Aa). Note that a E AnnR(I). By lemma 4.21 every

A-module of dimension up to t has its kernel coming from a family of at most trlog IGlt 2

ideals. Also by lemmas 4.22 and 4.23 there are at most rt2 elements in AnnR(I) for

every I. U

Combining equation (4.1) with theorem 4.24 we obtain our main result.

Theorem 4.25 Let Q - Ht be a bilinear group based PIR scheme over a group G.

Let q = log IGI denote the query length and t denote the answer length; then

n < O(qt2 ).

In particular total communication of any such scheme is Q(n1 /3).

4.5 Summary of lower bounds for two server PIR

In sections 4.3-4.5 we introduced a novel, though quite natural combinatorial view

of the two server PIR problem, and obtained a lower bound for communication com-

plexity of PIR in a restricted (bilinear group-based) model, that captures all currently

known PIR protocols [RY06, appendix]. Stated informally, our main result is that as

long as servers represent database by a function on a finite group, protocol allows user

to retrieve the value of this function at any group element, and user computes the

dot product of servers responses to obtain the final answer communication complexity

has to be Q(n'/3 ).

Clearly, our lower bound admits two interpretations. On the one hand it can be

viewed as a witness in support of conjecture of Chor et al. from [CGKS98] saying



that their PIR protocol with O(n 1/3 ) communication is asymptotically optimal. On

the other hand our result exhibits a common shortcoming of the existing upper bound

techniques and thus hopefully may provide some directions for future work on upper

bounds.
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